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INTEGRATION HAVING VALUES IN-A BANACH SPACE 
by 
Edwin J. Kay 
.. - _..__,_ -- --·-----~----~-- --
The paper is a report on some work of Bartle, Dunford 
and Schwartz on a generalization of the Lebesgue Integral~~-'-~-.-"--~-
and also includes some related material. Much of the work 
of Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz may be found in their pap~r 
Weak Compactness and Vector Measures. 
In the first pa_:i;t o_f the_ p 9per , __ a ____ me_asur-e s-pace ·_ (S, l:) 
with the po~tive- measure v defined On it is discussed and 
a number of its properties are derived. In _particµJ._a:i::-, -_it- ·c·an-
be consider~d a metric space. 
Then the properties of t.he space of -m~a:,su.~~s which a.r.e· -~>t 





---- --~------ - ---- ------f-in-ite variation on this space are discussed. It is shown . .. . 
- "' 
' that this space is a Banach Space. __ X:qui valent conditions for 
the the. condi ti·onal weak compactness of subsets of t_!lis space 
- -~~------
--~-- -- - - ---. -
are considered. 
' \ . 
-In the final:, part of the paper, a generali~_ed Lebesgue 





_____ .. __________ , _____ - -, ---- ... -- - ---- ----- ____ -=:: __ -----------------~-- ~:...-'------------------ -----r 
1--.... =~==~=:---""."=----------·------------------------·----- ------·-··-------__ .. ::::·:::-_-___ --- . 
--- -- -------- - . ---------- --- -· -·· --
l 
__ -=-~-=::.---~-=----;:=-~=---=-=--~---- ==--e.~rfe Lebesg-tie ____ Integral are shown to hold, the final result 
- ! 
- - .. - ...... 
-- . . .. . . . ·- .. ----- ---
-
-----··be·i-r1g the ··bourided __ convergence theorem. 
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Introduct~on . 
. 
The following is a report on some work of.Bart~e, Dun-
-
ford and Schwartz [l] on a generalization of the Lebesgue 
integral and also .includes some related materia.l. The author 
in writi~g this.paper has three aims in mind. 
First, difficult points in the text are explained and, 
. ···------ ... -·· - . . ·- . 
- ' in many cases, these points are listed as separate lemmas. · 
Secondly, in a number of places, definitions have been 
-changed and, as a result, a number of change~ in material"was 
· introduced. It is felt by the author that these changes~made 
. 







- ·--- ·-.-----the approcach to the problem both clearer and more cons1s-
tent. In particular, a slight modification was made in the 
defi·ni tion of a simple fun·ction. This resulted in a subt'le' 
·:but important chang.e i:n the def.inition of inte:gration of thes·e 
. 
. 
functions. Th.1.s: ·change,' however, introduced rigor into the 
proofs of the subsequent theorems. 
Finally, collateral material was included in the pape~ 
in order to obtain a unified approach to the problem. In 
this--manner-only the··-most·-wei:f knnwne-a-theoreins of analysis 




In his book, Lecons sur 1-Jintegration, Lebesgue [7] 
---
I 
-- --·· -·- .... ---- ·- ---·----· - -- ---- -~ 
~umber for any functiol) f which is in the class of bounded 
real valued functions and any finite interval [a,b] with 
·the following conditions: 
.-o: 
'· 
.~.-, .. • 
'' 
• ·. ,:. ]':,' ._:, ".'.,: •I_",''. <, '. •• ' ." . ~--'. .<;•; ' 
, .. 
-. -- -









. ---·~---·-···-·· .. ---- .. --- --~----- ____ · ~·-----------·. ·-·_· - .. -....... _ ___:__ __ .~-~-------· 
I l 
. (,' ' !~ 
I ,. 
' "b b+h 
1.) For a, b, h . -J -~ ,(-s:) ds *· -:f f (s-h).ds. 
··a_ a+h 
b C a 
2;) For all a, b, C f f + f f + I f .. 
·a b C 
3.) For al_l 




4.} f~O and ·b>a implies that J f- -~- o-. 
a 
1 





ff1 + f£2· 















------- --- =-- - Le6escjue was a.b:le t-o s·olve· the problem but only after 
. I 
. I 
·- ------------ -· ------ ------------,, . . . 
. . 
,., . 
he further restricted both the class of functions and the 
domain of integration. He accomplished this by considering 
the class of measurable subsets of the straight line, a 
measure function of these sets and a class of measurable 
functions. 
I-,-,,. ,.,.,,,, ' 
The Lebesgue integral thus defined, leads qtiite naturally 
to a· number of extensions and generalizations. F·or 'instance, . , 
one would expect to be able to de~ine the functions on an 
n-dimensionaJ., _~i:-_e:ct~!!gl~ rather than on an interval. This 
, I 
I 
! extension turned out to be .quite easily accomplished. Fol- __ .... ···-~---····- l 
---- . ...... .. ... . . . ·---- ...... -~ ....... --- _____ , _________ -- --- -----·--_ ..... ·--·-r- -- -· .. - . ·--- ----- -, - --- -- ---·--------·-· --------- - ----------
lowing this lea:d, one_ m~ght next consider defining_ th~ inte-- -
grability and the measurability of functions from an n-dimen-
... sional interval to a Banach Space. This was done by Bochner 
[21 and· it proved quite successful. 
l 
. - .L . 
,, 
. -------·· ·---- --- -.. . r 
C 








,------ ------····---- ------ - .. 
. ... 
. 
- _: __ -----··--.. ~~-------........,......---·------ ___ ... -----~- '.-
- -
--- - ·~ - ----- -.- ·' --~-------:; --- -- - ----~----~=-~""- ._. . ..... --. ,- :•. -~- ,\ ,, - -- -~ --- __ _._ . 
. ---·---·· .,_ ... 
4 
Along these lines, ·Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz [l] fur-
ther generalized the idea of Lebesgue integration. In their 
pap~r, they consider a space S of measurable sets and the 
measure with respect to which the sets are measurable is from 
1,1 S to a Banach .. S.pace X. For measurable functions they consider 
scalar functions defined on S such that the inverse of a Borel 
. 
set in the scalars is measurable. That the functions are es-
sentially bounded with respect to this measure is sufficient 
to guarantee integrability. 
- - -----
-- - - . ----~-
-
--· -In tlie first c4apter ____ of this ___ Paper some of the properties 
------~--------- - --·---------· - --- - -----··---- ------------ ---·· ----·-
~ 
- ----- -
____ ---------~---------"°~-----~-.:o:f---cr,>untaoly ___ ,aad.iti ve measures are derived. We have particu-
lar interest in the space of measures which are of finite 
-variation. on a -measure· space (S,r). For an arbitrary se-
quence in this space w~ show that there is a positive measure ~ 
of finite variation :such that the members o:f the: sequence are· 
absolutely contintto~:s. 
In the se·cond chapter, we show that the measure space 
(S,I) with a positive measure defined on it may be considered-
as a metric space. Also a form of the_ Vitali_-Hahn-S_aks_The.orem __,_,_,.,,..,..__..,.,.....,. . .,,..,......_.,.~,.,""_...._._,.,..,.,......,,~,..,..~-....-.u...,...•~ _ ... ..,.,....., _____ .....,,..,_.,..,.., __ .-.,,..--, ' --~-~- •. .,......_......,..,..,..---....., ... .._.,. _ ___._,... __ -:--.-.• ~-. __ .... --
is proved. 
In the thi·.r4 section we show that the space of rneasur_~-~- __ --·-------·---- ___ _ 
. ~-.,--· ---·--~--~--· . - .. ,, 
--
:a 




.~ . . equi valen_t conditions for the conditional weak c6~pactness of ------- - - ------- ·---· - --------·· 
certain subs~ts of this Banach Space. 




I . . . 
. l ·, 
. , 
L, 
5 - ,~- -- -~-, .:L. ·- ~ ·-...:...--,---·" -
..... ' 
,-
---·---- - ,-- ... ,.. -.· - ·--~-···- -
.. -~ . . 
. ' 
the usual properties of Lebe~gue int~gration are shown to hold 
and the last of these is the bounded convergence theorem. It· . 
' 
should be not_ed that the material -in the third chapter is cru-· --------- -
cial for the proofs.of the theorems in Chapter 4. 
In the latter part of the paper of Bartle, Dunford and 
~ 
.. 
Schwartz, which is not treated here, an application ·of the 
integratio~_theory developed is considered. They present a 
"vector" generalization of the Riesz _ Representation, Theorem 
~ 
and obtain representation theorems for the general, the 
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·, 
I 
•. • 'j 
\ . t-
,: 
, , .. . ' 
} ; ,,. . • V 
.. ,,.... . ·-
--·-- -- --· '--·' -. ·-·-··-·-·--· . 
6 .. 
--------~. ----· ---- Chapter I 
I 
---·. ,•, .-----·--·~ ,.,._ ~.,..,,,,.....~.~& 
--·-' ····- --- -· 
- - -- - I 
- • 1'· 
COUNTABLY ADDITIVE MEASURES AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
Before proceedin~ with tke central material of this 
paper, I will make some preliminary definitions and state 
some standard results, the proofs of which can be founa·-in the 
appendix. 
1.1 Definitiori. Let S be a set and Ea collection -bf subseti 
of· S with the following properties: 
l._. ) -I: is non-empty. 
2- • ) .~. e: E • · .t· 
3,,,:') 'rf· ~- :Ls:· in I:, then S-A is in: .:I::"~·: 
n 
4 • ) A1-. ,. A2--. , ... , A £ I: ~ U A. £ ·E • ··· n . 1 
. 1=1 
I . . . 
~hen Eis talled a field of subsets of s~ 
By a simple application of De Morgan's: Law·, E is closed. 
under finite intersections. Further, it follows from the 
defiriition that SEE and the differenc~ .of ·twb sets in ·Eis 
again in E. Finally, the symmetric difference of two $~·ts 
A:, Be:E defined by A~B = (AOCB)U(BflOA) is in E. 
---~q;_:------,·-------~-. ., _________ ···········--·--······-·---·-·----·-··-··-·----·---...... ,·--·-~---~-------..-,.---- --·--------~~-..... -,.._,..., _ _,,......,. ...... -... ~ ..... ..,,, ....... ---....... ~_.---~-_.,.,,_ ..... ~=~=--=~,,..,,..,, ___ ~ 
·1.2 Definition. A field, r, of subsets of.Sis called a 
- ·--·----~---
a-field if it is closed under countable 11ni ans. 




that a o-f1eid -is .. ciosea· under. count.ab.le '{n-ters.ectlo-ns-~-------··-·-···--·----. _. ----------·-·····-··-·-···-
.,. 
1.3 Definition. A meas-urable space, (S,E), is a set S aldi'lg. 
with r, a a-field of subsets of s. 
. 
1.4 Definition.µ, (an .extended· real~valued or) complex-
-~ --·- ·- . ---- .. ----.--- .. _ ·---·-- ---- ---- ---~--
... I 




• • j • • 
!1, .. •', '. 





' :., ,- .. '• ,, . . 
·, . ·,_... . ,;,, 
.• 
. : •, ' 
. ' : . : . :... . 
··.:.·_ 
. . . 
' -, .. ' 
.,,,' ' 
' I ~ • 
. . '': . •'. 
- '·, ' 
-·-···-- ----·--------'-- ----------;----l - - .-.- -·-·--·--· ____ ._ '. :-- - .:~·~--~. ~ .. ·
-.. ' .~ . ' ~ "• 
- . -~·: i. 
,'• ·' ... 
,, '. .· 
.,. 
__ . - •' - ' --· ·--·---·--·-~~-~--- ~--~------
. ~ ' 
:l \ 
. .• , 
.• t• .,, ... : 
. ·.' 
I •• ' • 
t 
-· 
valued set function defined for se:ts·of ',: of the measurable 
space ( s , I:) is cal led a ( coun tably---additive-,--me-crs·ure if the 
- -- -- - - -- ,_ .. ____ -··--·-----------··-·--------------
...... following conditions hold: 
--------_____ ·_--_---_____________ --~· ___ · -----1-.-J -When- µ- -is- --rea-l--valued r - µ- a-s-sumes- at most one -o·f· the 
' I I 
i· 
,values ±oo. 
2.) µ(cp) = o. 
µ 
CX) 00 
. .... · 
--~~~3-:-r=~µ(u·· E-.,)-----=· --r··µ (E: .. ·1 for every disjo·in.t :S~qu.ence 
i=l: 1 i=l 1 
_ 
of E. in L• 
1 
l.S}Definition. A measure~· ~g a measurable space (S,1:) is 
-------·----------- ----- - --- --- called a positive measure i.f: .µ (A) is real-valued ·artd posit·tve 
.-~-------------·--- ·~-__,.,...,.,..,..... 
------- -~ 
' . , .• 
or zero for all lA i·.n I:-. 
·.1.-. 6 Definition. Let µ be a measure defirted on (S, :E} •. . Fo·r ·E: 
. ' •• - . I -,, • 
•• •: I 
-1n r, ·aefi11E!· the total variation of µ oh E by 
--- ----- -. - ·-· -n )'· 
v,(µ,E.) ·= Sup, ( I I µE. I) where ~_:1. ,Et_, E1.~E arid for i\j 
. I ·l 1 
E .n E. = ~. 
1 J 
1= 
1.7 Definition. We say thatµ, a measure defined on (S,:t):,. 
is of finite variation if v(µ,S)<oo. 
notation will be usea-consi~tently: 
1.) Ca ( E) = { µ :, -µ real or complex valued measure on S 
having finite variation} 
·----:2·.~)--Generic- elements of Ca(E) will·be ca:·11ea.--µ-~------"-----
3.) A positive element of Ca(E) will be called v. 
4.) IAl(E) is the to~al variation over E in L of a 
measure A. . .. ~. 
, 
• • ·1 





. . . ~ 
··-~"";·, ... -.:.:-~~-:r.·l•o-1: ... >·t'"··-·-; ': "·. 
. , ,I' , • 
/ ...... ~ .. ,-
• 'b 
' ... : ,· 
5.) ·1 A f is the total variation of A on S: .• 
1.8 Lemma. If µECa(E) and A,Be;E, then 
I µ I ( AV B ) = I µ I (A) + I µ I ( B ) • 
Proo·f:_ Le·t E1 ,E2 , ••• ,Ene;E such that EiSAuB for i=l,2, ... ,n. 
Then, since E.nA, E.nBe;E 
. 1 1 
n n 
.. I t·µ-~J-1 = 
·1·-·1 . ~.-··. 
l I µ ( ( Av B) fl E . ·) I 
... 1. 1 1= 
n· 
' ·.:~ 
.=: I I µ (AnE. ) + µ ( B nE. ) I i=l 1 1 
n n 
~ , L I µ < A nE · > I + I I µ < Bil E · ) I i=l 1 i=l 1 
~~C.:..~-'-~-- ···---------~ ..• _i._µ_f __ {A) + -f u I (B) -~• -
--··--··--·-··-· .-~-----;T~.1-h;t-t.1Ut-0-S~,. M-·(AV&)---~------l·-p-·f-(A) + I µ I (B_) .• 
Conversely, for e:>O choc>s-e. ·E:1 :,E·2 . .,- ••• ,En.t;;A, and 
.. 8 
F1 ,F2 , ••• ,Frn~B such that E.,·F.-e:t f·o·r._i=l, ••• ,n and J:··=·1., .. -...... ,.'m 
-- 1 .]' 
and such that 
n I µ I {A) ~ I I µE · I .+· e i=l . 1. . 
m t µ r fB: > < l 1 µ F . , + £ j=l J ... ··-·· ... __ ,. ··- ·-···--'--·-·-· ·--~-----
.. . ) ····-··· 
'<"". -








and we have I u l (l\l~ + Iµ I (B) = -1 µ I (AuB) 
Q. E. D. 
' n 
lµl(UE.) = 
I 1 1 1= 
n 
l I I ·. . . :E. · ... ... µ .. (.. ·1.) i:~l .. 
·-···-- - .... - -----·· -···- --~- .... 
- .~~ ~---· ~-- -
~-




- . ·-- ... - -~-, ... ·--··· • ' ........ --- - - _ _._ ··--: l. 
\. 
',I 
1.10 ~orollary. If A,Be:E, µe:Ca(L), then jµj (AuB) ~ lµ·l·(A). 
1.11 Lemma.Let (S,E) be a measurable space ~and let µe:Ca(L) • 
Then, i.f {Ait is .a sequence of disjoint sets .in L, 
C ... C. • 00 ·--·--
' I· µ I ( V A I ) -
I 1 1 1= 
-- -- oo· 
~ ~ ·• ' 
l I µ I (A I ) • 
I l l. 1= 
00 
~roof: Let E1 ,E2 , •.• ,Ene:L be disjoint f:!Uch that E.~VA. for 
J, .. i=l 1 J =l, 2 I • • • , Il • Noting that A.nE.EE, 
1 J 
n n oo 
l Jµ(E.)I = -l lµ(E.fl V A,)I j=l J j~.1 - J i=l 1 
n oo 
,~ l I µ ( v A . n E . > f 




• w·· • •. - ' ·• , •· 1 
: ,. ·I 









00 . . . ··-· .. ··--· -----~,·.-· .. - . . -··-· __ ... ·.·.. ... .. .... -,"-·.· ··-· ---· · ·-·· :.  -=-·-1·--r·-7·--.~µ TA .n--E-·.->T--.---- .. · ---- ... -· -----





I I I µ CA .n E . > I j=l i=l 1 · J 
,~,.~ 
oo n. 
~ I I J µ (A I f)E I) I 
--i=l j .. -1 ·1 J 
9Q 
~ .f JµI (Ai)• 
1:;:l · · .. 
T:Itus ) µ I < U A. ) -~ 
•, 1 1 
.1= 
I fµl(A~) • 
. ·i .. ·1··. 1 1= 
i=l,2, ••• N be disjoint setS-::O-f--l: .• Then, since the A. are 
·1 
disjoint, E111 , ••• ,El,n , ••• ,EN 11 , ••• ,EN,n are disjoint 












-~~--.,.,__,.,._--.~-----------E-i I ~ u A s V A 
i,J k=l k k=l k 
i ; 










. . 10 
. 
·t < ' Thus 
I 
=> 




-• - • ,,---~·,·--·- 0 • • -- _...,....:~_.:...;.; ••.• : •• - • •• ·.......,..,_ ...... ..;_.,,,,;...~.---H'"- ..... ;i•:'•;.:•• 0 
" ~ 
. 
.. ----- --·- -·--'-~ - --··--··--·--·-·· .. 
--·-- ·- ,--.. -~"""-"'·--· --- ··- ~:), r fµl~<A-.~> ~ 1 ~-1 < u A. > • 
··1 1 
. 11 - - -· ·--~------· ·-·- - - - . 
-----------· 
·/· ,.: 1= 1= 
Q •.. E •. p .•. 
. 1.12 Lemma. If {A.} is a sequence in c--a.{Eo) ·, then the.re· i:'·$ =a 1 
~ positive ve;Ca(I:) such that limit A. ·(El= 0 for i=l:,·2, .. -~-~ 
v (E) -+O 1 . 





' I I n . l ·1 · -i · · . . _ -· -~ (E ~- _ ::::_ _ l ___ A n--_(_EJ [ 2 _____ ( 1 ± ____ 1n __ l__l___ _ _______ f_o_r ___ .E£ .. t~-
__________ ~-----~---- ____ ·--==-----~~-----=---- -_________ ? =I_ ----~----·-- ------------- ... --···--·--·-··- ---· ------------·---·-- ·------··-··---·-----·--··--------~-.~----------·-·--~ ----'·-·---~--------
Sin_ce I An I ( $) = 0, v ( <t>) = 0. Now· i_.~ {-1\.1 } is: a sequence· of. 
d.isj·c:>"in_t s.ets in r, we see f::ro·m, l·e;nuna ... 1.1:1 that 








:::: I l). l\11 (A1>lt2hc1 + J:XnlH-l n=l ·1=1 · 
· 
I 
. 00 00~ 
·· 
.. . ~. = . l f I "n I <At> l~ntr + fxn I JJ-1 1=1. n=.l ·- · 
Thus v is countably additive and hence a meas·ure.. Bu.t 
' 
clearly v(E)~O f6r EEr, and we see that.vis a pos~tive mea-
-- - -------- - - - ---
---·-·· -·--::---=·--···· ·---~-·- ~-,~·-------~. ~~---"'a_,,suor.e. ~c~~F-i·nally, we show t·nat.;·. vc· is ____ of_ .. fini-te variation·. Let 
E1 ,E2 , ..• ,En be a sequence of disjoint sets in I: such that 
EifE for i=l,2, ••• ,n. Then, since v i.s a positive measure, 
----•~ -·-·-·-· ~
--











f '" (Ei) I = i=l ''I.\ 
.. ·- n 
~= v ( UE. ) . 
. - ',,. '! 












~ 1 and- thus I v I :·.(Et) ::~. -:1 f.9:r :q.l.l, :EJ: :r :·:·arid. 
thus I v I ~ 1. Therefore v e:Ca ( L) • ····--
--------~ ~~--~ -- ------ - ,--- -
... 
--.... ......... ·,· ..... ___. - .··. -. ___ ,_._ 
No~ let-.£~0 be .given. and_~~x-~._c:;110~ J,v{E}_J_~_:e::'Ul'ltl_-'l-:jXrit>J:1 





1Ajl (E) c2Jc1 +lx51)1-l ~ e:[2n(l +IAnl.)J-l implies 
that · 1- · .. 1. c· . . n . I . _1 . --1 _ c·· - -n . _ 1
.. . . 
1
. >. . ;..; 1 
.. Xn: . :E): [ 2 ( 1 + : -~:-h ·) J ·<: :e:· ,2: :( 1 + : . 4:h . . : l . 
--;> I An I (E) < £ 
J3 u t I A .( Etl l ~ ' A I { E ) < £ n· -· .-·. n limit An(~:) = O. 
v(E)~O 
Q. E. :D. 




















THE METRIC SPACE E AND THE VITALI-HAHN-SAKS THEOREM 
·2.-1 D.efinition. Let A,µ be set functions defined on a a-field 
limit A (El =· 0. 
v(µ ,E)-+O 
2. 2. Theorem. Let (·S ,_'I:) be_, :a meas-u=r,abl:e. spac~: w.-ith_ t--he p.osri/-
tive measure v defined o·n .it.· .. T.h:eri. l:· ·i;n.~y be cons·:idered: ,,is (' ?. 
a complete metric space. 
-------·-------- - ----Pr-OQfi Let '::::' be the eq-uival-en-ee--·defir1e·d-cm-·~--i:,y ·Setting· 
---·------. . ..... -- ---,--
• I 
A::::B if v(A~B) = O. If we let' []' denote the equivalence , 
:classes under :::: , then we may define d by 
d ( [A] , [B] ) = v (A~B) • 
::F:Lr~t, I will s:how that d. is -we-11 defined. Thus let: A~A •· 
\ 
:an-d. :B~B'. Since v is po·sitive, tor ESA!J.A' v {E) = :0. Thus 
v ( A Li B) - v { A-B )-~-_ + v ( B-A) ~ 
- v((A-B)()(A 1 \JCA')) + v((B-A)n(A'uOA')) 
=· " [ (An B fl A ' ) u < A nCA 'nm) ] + v [ { B n c An A ' ) u ( B n c A n e A ' ) ] 
- . "\ ' r 1\ I\ 11 n t\ 7\ I 1 ....L '\ 1 f BO .A A· n-Jl .. 1\. '--1- ---·--·-· ·•·. ---- . -·- . --·· ---- -···· ----~~~-__,__..,.....,...--:~~,-~r~1-.. •-\t··.u---.... ~--~-c:-,T·-:-sC-.... T-·h--·· .. ··v·' . ' .• ··v-~ . -· ~--r1-- - J ' . 
) 
·---- -----····- ---- ............ ----------- ·-· - .. - ·--- -· -····-·---- ..... ----. -- --· -· . 
= v[(A'ntBl1A)U(A'nCBllCA)] + v[(MOA'ntA)v(B0dA'r1A)] 
= v (A'-B) + v (B-A') 
= v (A' !J.B1 
However, v(A!J.B) = v(B~A) and therefore 
,. ' ~-- ..... , ..... ,,..,.~ .,._ ......... ,,...., .............. -=,--....... ~--.- ...... , .. .__. ~- --- - .... -~-.,-.,-.,----.--,---. ... -,~~-"I'..-,._,., ....... -_ •. ,,, .. 
. 
-
v(A~B) = v(A'AB) = v(B!J.A') = v(B'AA') = v(A'AB') •. 
Thus dis well defined and we will henceforth write d( [A],[B]) 
as d(A,B) without ambiguity. Now I will show that dis a 
• 
I 





/ . I 
. - --·- ---------------·---- -----····-. ---·----·-····-···-----·-·---·-..--- ·-· - ... ·--· , .. --- - .... _.. - ,. 
-- . - . - ' ---- - ; ' l . . .-.. - ... ·-"·· .- .. --·- ·- ..... - .. -·-· ----••-•----·-•-- •-••-•••-••--u •--- ••-'-•-~-··---·.-· .. ~- ---·---· •·•--·· - --••- ·••-•"" 
13.; .·, -
~ -----------~-----,..----. ' . 
. ' 
metric. . To verify that d satisfie·s the four properties of _ 
,- . ' -. - - - ------ _____ ,. ----. 
!, 'M.. j .......... ,. •, • ~I(> . 
l.) Sinc.e " is po-s-it~vet d(A,B) -= -v{Al1B} -.-> O. 
== - _.., ....... --- - ~--- ·-·-
~ 2.) d(A,B) = 0 if and only if v(AAB)· = 0 if and only 
' 
3~) d(A,B) = V{AAB) 
,;::: v (An CB } + v ( B n CA). 
=· \) (Ane _Bt1C) + V (Ane B nee). + \) (B f1C AtlC) 
C 
I + v (BnCAl1CC) 
___________________ .... - - ----.. ----·-·--- L ·\r-tAtte·J--T--v-f.An·c·-c-J- + V\B-l>C) + v ( Bn CC}_ _______________ _______ -------.. -----------· ________ _ ·-- ·--------------------~ - - -~ -------- --------~--------- ------
- - - -- - --- --- -- -- - - - ----~~ ·----- ---·-··--·--- .. . . "' .. 
~ d(A,C) + d(C,B). 
·4·-~,l d (A, B) = v (A~J3) .. = v ( B~A) - d:(J3 t·AJ • 
·l',hus-: ,d is a metric-. 
Finally, I show· d i-s q.- ·G·omp.le.te. me:'tr·io. Let {C. }.fE 
l. 
be a Cauchy sequenc~.. C:n:oo.se Kn such tha·t· Kn>Kn-l and such 
-n that p·,q>K ~ v (C. ~,C ·). < 2 • n 
_p .. q. Let B. =-CK. Then {B.} J. • l. J. is a Cauchy sequence and v(Bn+l.t.Bn) < 2-n f.or all n. If we 
set A = B +l - B, then n · n n ·· 
00 00 
Now B · u u A. - U B. • Thus n I J. I J. 1.=n i=n --------"____.;...~------------------------------·· .. -·-···· -- . - -· 
-------·-- --- ----·-------------- -
- . ·- -
•• M "OM-... • "-- ·- ·-· .. o•• ~ 
00 
\) ( u BI -B ) 
I 1 n i=n 
CX) 
= \) [ (B u V A I ) -B ] n . .1. n i=n 
CX) 
~- v(. U A.) 
. I 1 ·I . i=n. 
00 (X) 
-n+l 2 .- . for n=l, 2, • ·•·• -- -
I 
\ -1 l 2 . < --· --
I i=n 
, I 
• . ., . .1 \ 
. ·.I 
-~. -- ·-
.-:- -~:- .•-, . :. - .. .-. 
.~. 
,. ','' ·,-:. •'·'. '· 
.. , ... 1,, 
. ~· CC) 
Let B = n U , and we see that BeI:. Now 1 . ' n= .1:1=n 
00 ... 
v(B) ·~ v( lJ Bn) 
--· n=l 
·' •. J . 
00 
< 1 + v (Bl) 
00 
- - - . --~---~ 
Also I make note of the fact th=at { U B.} ·i:s= a decreasing 
I 1 1=n 
sequence and as a result 
00 00 
-----------
~ -- - --- -
~·--v-f&)----=--v-(··;t~--- .. -o-----B-:-) . - - - . . . . --- . . . 
________ .-----... --.. -- · ___ .. _ .-- ___ .. ___ ....... n;:;:.l .. -i-:;:;:-n ....... 1. .... --- -- ------- -.. -.. --. ---- ---·-- ---~ -·-- ------- _ .. _. ______________ · ---·-""'- --. ---. ----. · ·-··.,:. _____ ._. ·--.---'-C...C...--'-------'-'-~· -- . ...::-.-~..:..., ..... ___________ _ 
00 • 
= limit v( VB.). 
I 1 n-+oo 1.=n 
00 
00 
v( U B.-B) < .:~/2 
I 1 and v ( U B . - B ) ·<· :t/2 • Hence , f;o·r· J:r>N 
. 1 n 1=n 1=n · 
. 00 
00 
V .,· B AB~>• < \):.("B A V BI) +· ·\) (Bl\ u B.) 
·. n - ... · n . i 
. 1 1.=n i=n 
00 00 
- ... ~-,--·--·. - . ~--·---~~-....,_,. .. ~ ... ~~ .. ~-·~<-
-· • ,- - ---


















Consequently, lirni t B = B. But { B } is a .subs_§1quence of _ n n -- --- - --
. n-+oo 
. ~. 
the Cauchy sequence { C. } and thus limit C = B. The-re.fot.e,: 1 n. 
n-+oo 
(E,d) is a complete metric space • 
. Q. E. D. 
2. 3 Lemma. Let \) be as in Theoren1 2. 2. Then A is continuous . . 





·-·--·· - ... ··--·-· -- - --·--·---
---- - . -- - - ~- - -- ,- -- - -- . - -- -
,•. 
-- - -· - ~--------· ---- _. ----· ·-
.,· 
15 
. ,:;~- ... ,1 ~~ ---------- .. -
- . - - -"' - - -- --·- -
Proof: Since " is positive, I first note that v(v,E) = ,,-.(E). 
For let A1 ,A2 , ••• ,An e: E be disjoint sets such that Ai!'E fo_r 11 
i=l, 2, ••• ,n. ·Then 
n n n 
-
. l I V (E I ) I 
. I ·.· 1 1 - . . 
. -'-
= .. . l ~{m·i:) = v·( .V
1
Ei) ~ v (E) . -~ v ( v ,E) • 1~1 .. 1= Thus 
v(v,E) ~ v(E) ~ v(v,E). Therefore, we·need only show that 
' A is v-c:ontinuous · if and only if limit A (E) = :o .• 
v(E)-+O 
First suppose i\ is v-continuous and J.et e:>O be ·given. 
Choose <S such that v(E}<_c§~li\(E) I <( t/2 •. But if d(E,F} < o:, 
then v (F-E) < o and v (E-F) < cS and this in· turn means th-at 
-J X (F-EJI < e:/2 and Ii\ (E-F) I < E/2. Thus 
. ·-· I i\ ( E ) - i\ ( F ) f = I i\ ( E-F ) + i\ (EU F ) - i\ ( F-E ) - i\: ('Fu El I 
:i I i\ ( E-F ) I + I i\ ( F-E ) I 
< £ and i\ is continuous. 
Conversely, if A is contlnuous, let t>O be given·and 
choose cS such that d (E, F) < ~ ::;, I i\ (E) - A (F) I < e:.. In particular', 
if d{E, <t>·.) = v ·(E.) <-: 6 , then I A (E) - i\ ( ~) I = Ii\ (E) J < e: and -A·-
=e I is: "-·cont·1_nuous. 
Q. E. D. 
" ~-<'· - -··---Now we are prepared to prove a sp·ecial form of the 




2. 4 Theorem. Let v be a positive meas_11r~ ____ on_____J:_~le±~-4n-l-5--b-_---------------- ~--- --------------·---·-- ------· 
I 
;'J 
be a sequence such that limit i\ (E) exists for all EEI and -------- -··---------------··--------------------- - -- . ···n-+ oo n 
i~t limit A (E) = 0 for n=l,2, .••• . n 
v(v,E)-+0 . 
uniform inn. 
Then this limit is 
.. . . 0 - - --· -
--··· . . 
.. 
,, . -----------·---·---------
·- _.;_~ -- --· - •. ;:.. _ _i • ' -- •·• .. ,' .... --~----:: . - -- •• - • •• • ••• , •• ·,.-~ N- - ••• .,-.._ . -· ~.,_, ___ . .._ __ , _____ ..... _, ··---·-----.•- ---- . ~ .. __ ' --~"" ·---....~- --- ..... -- ~-"-'---- - . . •.. ·-- =- -·-- -·--·- - ---L. -
- ., ~-
+ 
• "• r • ~ 
. ' •·'• - ,..,-.. . . 
- - -------··-- ·---- -- ··---- -· -- - . 
Proof: By lemma 2. 3, .each- l'.' · is continuous. Thus, for: e >0, 
..... n 
the sets 
· An,m = {E: E.e:I: and JAn (E)-"nt(E) I i. e:} n,m=l,2, ..• _ 
.and B. = 
J (J I n,m>J A. are closed in the complete metric space n ,m __ . _____ .. 
~-··-·---- . _ -·- .. -- _ ...... 1h9l_._ . ___ ... --- ------··---··· 
For EEE, limit l (E) exists and therefore the~e is an N n 
n+oo 
such that n ,m>N .::> I An (E) -Am (E) I < e:. Hence E e:An ,m for n ,m>N 
00 
-impli~s that EEBn' and thus (E,d} = \J B .• · By the Baire Cate-
j=l J 
gory Theorem,.at least one of the B. has non-empty interior~ J - -------- ---~·---------- .. --· ····- --···· --- . 
- -- ---- .. --
Thus t~re exist FEB. and r>O such that J 
. 
--------···-···-·- ---.~-· .- . ~----~-------.. ---y·- = tK: ~e: E, . d (E, F) <r }~B. 
J 
:and. -a-:s a. :re.s:ul-t: 
Choqse o<r 
·s.uch ·that f=i:n(B-) l < E fo·r n=l,2, •.• ,j for all B:_e:t. :When 
v (B): < o. But v (B} < o imp.lie$ that 
d (BUF ,F} = v (BuFtiF) < v:('B::): < <5: < r and 
d (F-B ,F} - "(F-Bt\F) < v (B) < o < r and we sere .. that FuB 
. .: : : •• I 
·----·-- --·-----
------------·--··-·--·--·--·--·-··-··-_.........----··----·-
and F-B are contained in K. Now A (F-B) + A (Bl = A (FUB) 
. n n n 
I A (B) I = I A . (B} + A (B} -A (B} I 
.. n . J n n 
= I A' (B} +A (Bt/F)-A (F-B) +A. (F-B)-A. (BUF) I J·· n n J J . 
-. ~, -- - - - -
::::::: .,·A·• (B:.): .f + J.Xi (BUF) -A. (BUF) I +I A {F-B)-A. (F-B) .. , ,,· 
. J··· n J n J · 
Hence, we have IAn(B) I < 3E for n=l,2, ••• 
Q. E. D. 






. I , , 
17 .... 
• ' - -·--. _J ·-. - • , •• -
. ·- -·-·---·-----· ----· ·-.. - - ---·· ---·-·-- .- -- - ~-. . - . - :· . -
2. 5 Corollary. If the hypQ.theses ___ of Theorem :2. 4 are satis-
fied and in addition !,eCa(I) for i=l,2, ••• then! defined 1 
on E. by 
A(E) = lim-it_. X .· (.E) 1 ·i. 
·n.· .. 
. n-f·cx, 
. .. ;,,__ .l. 
. is . in Ca ( E) • 
.& . 
.\ ';i () 
' . Proof: Clearly A ( ~) = :O .• : :To se_e that A i.s ctquntably addi-
tive, let S = AtlB be the Hahn decomposition. of S with respect 
to ! where AflB = ~- and A (A) >O and A (B) <O. If· {Ei },Er:: is'.·_di~s-
CX) 00 
_joint, then { V E.OA} and· { u E.nB}· are· sequences dec~easing 
~J.j:::..n J j =n J 1. __ 






__ .::.. - ------·------- -- --------- .. 
. . -- a-.--•. ·•· ·- ······.····-··-··-·· ··.-··.-•-, ! ex, - - ... - -·-----------
-· ·- - -.- ······-·· --- ----·- .... ----···. -- ------- - --- - ---- -- -· -00- ..... ·······:--······ .. -
--- - -- --- ------------ --- --·--. 
--- ----------·-- --'~------v··--··-.----·,· _l.imi_t v.( -V :E .. OA} ::; l.imi t v. ( V E_ ~n-.:S) =· 0. 
-n~·oo j:=n. ]. n -+.oo: .] ==n .. J 
ex> 
limit Ak ( .·v EiOA) = 0 
n-+oo :1=n 
an.d ·11tn'i.t Ak ( U E .n B) = o·,. :r 
. ' .•• . 1 n_'7'"c;,o.: 1 =n 
with the limits both UJlifo·r.m .. in J< •. -T.-herefore, cpoo$e: ~- ·:s_uch, 
that n>N implies that 
00 CX) 
-,,,----J-~-K.+··:·U-----E i A A}+ < --e/2: and------· -1-*-kf . tJ E i AB)+-<--- e/~2 :for-·k:=*-:-,-::2·., •• -· •. ·,._ 
1=n 1=n 
First I obs~:rv~ _ i;D.p.t ----~- "i:·~-- finitely additive, for 
. ---·--· ·-· - -·-- -- ____ _, ... --· ... ·. -- ' ' .... - ' ... - ---,----n 
A( LIE.) 
. 1 1 1= 
n n 
~ limit Ak( U E.) = limit I Ak(E.) 
k-+ 00 - · - i=-1 1 k-+oo i=l · 1 
n n 
= . l 11:_kun1t--x k"lR i ,=- '.'tl:·-xu i T. 
1= -+ 00 1= . 
Thus, since the E. are disjoint, 
1 
,. '\ 
~ n-1 oo 
IA(\) E.)- l A(E.)I =.IA<.V El..) I 









. ' --- ------- -
'" . ., ' 
is· 
-~1.. .; .. ,._-
. ,. F , 
OC) - co 
-- - - -- --- _______ co _________ _ 
and I A ( u --E . -) J ~ r A (---v E • n A) I + I ). ( u E • n B) I < E 
. 1 . 1 . l. 1.=n 1.=n 1=n ~ 
co 
----.. ~------------------------------------------ --- - ----- _ _._ ------------- ------ - --
-- ------ ------· --· -· -------whi-ch ·mean_s ___ t-hat - r A (;E·-: ) ~-i--( V E. ) and ~ ... is __ countably 




} i . ·._t 
-~.,. 
;-:.-
_ -' . ..1.=l 1-=l , '", . r, -
.a.dditive. 
Finally, I show that. l: :is of ·f·'ini·te variation. Let S 
:h-ave the same decomposition as·. above. If E1 ,E2 , •.• ,EnEE.·.are 
disjoint arid E.~A for i=l,2, ••• ,n, then 1 
: 
·------·----- ---~--- -- ---------------·-··-·--· I 
- I 
:.1 
n n l ' A (E. ) I . = I l A (E. ) I 
. 1 1 . 1 1 1= 1= 
' 
. . ..,..____ - -:'.".:::· ·::·- - ~--.. ·---'' 
-·-. ____ .,. .. -· -- -- -~-------~-_- --. ---c-. ".'"~-.. -·,::·--- -- ·-· ._ • • --.:.-~ ----.- - •.•• -.· -
n 
._ := IAV E., 
._, 1 
- ......... -............ i~---. ---... --:·: --
, 11 ,7··_ •• ; 
-··--.-:---:-: :--:-··------' .·····,···.--.~- ... --·---'-··-- ---- ----- -
. ---- -·· ·"--· - :_ _ ___ :_·.:.-.~.:...-: ... :.· ... ___ ,_:-_ - ·-· 
_:<: I A (Al l . 
--.. 
Thus v ( A ,A:) < IX (A) I <, v ( A ,A) an~ we have v_(.4 ,.A.) = I A (A) I • 
Similar.1,yf v (A ,B) ~ I X_:(B.).I. Therefor-¢--,- c:hq_o_s-~ N such that 
:~ 
T_hµs:, .if E1 ,E2 ,.•-•:!·,'En 
,~ 
_a·re disjoint. subsets in. 'L: 
n. n n 
·i· l -~ (E· I ) I < 
,-, .. 1··_- 1 
:1= -
I l A ( E . fl A) I + I I: l A ( E . n B) I 
i-=l 1 i=1 1 
---------------- ~...._....,. __ - -- - -.- .. " ·- _, .. ' -
·--------~---
z--v(x-;1rJ--=1=---vtA~I3J ___ ---------_--.. ---- --- -- ---_ ---_...,.-: :....:·- ·_-_---
< I AN (A) .1 + --f k &,fBJ-- -t-+·- --2·. ·<·---~-·-···--·-·· -----·-------------------·----.. --,•, .. _____________ ., ____ , .. -- ,. __ -.. -- ......... . 
Q. E. :0 •. 
- - • . -~ • - .. _ .. _, -... :· ·' ·---·-· ·_::;_; ·:-'-"'" ·--;_c.;..· • ~:._:___-'------'-----'-'--~"'-' ''"-' ·---,-"-' ___:;__· __,_. ----.. -. 
' I • 
'· 
· .. : 
·:,1 





















--··· - .. -·· ---· -- ·- . - --·----~-~ -~~--~_,_._- ~-~-----·- -~-----~--~ .. . 
-
. --·-·-------~--. ---···•,--,-~-·-··---···------•-"----·----·- ·-·-·· . --- --·--'--··----•-·· •'. 
~ 
••••••••_.,• ···'• •-•·-'"""·'··•-~·-"·-•·• ,-
• - - - -- . ----- -~ - - -~-~-~----· --'•·------·---~ . -
... 
. I· 19 
, I 
.··:':r) 
· .... ::.·.1, 
i ... :S>i 
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:3,.1 Lemma. Ca ( E) is a linear space. 
Proof: For A andµ in Ca(z), it is quite clear that~aA + bµ 
is a countably additive measure. Hence we need only show · · 
that aA + bµ is of finite variation and then it would be a . . . 
member of Ca(E). Since A andµ are of finite variation, 
M = fa} !Al+ lbl lµI is ·finite. Then, if E1 ,E2 , •.. ,EnEE is~ 
, .-, -.. ~: .'--'-.. __ ... disj-oi··nt ·sequence, 
,· 
'· n n O: . I. . I ( a A+ b µ) (E.1. ) J . < I I a I I A ( E . l I: t -l .l:b. I. I µ ( E . ) I 8 1 
. . I 1 1 I ·1· .• 1 '1= . .. 1= 1= · 
.<· I a I I A I: · +· · . ·rb :1 I: µ I 
:T-h.is implies that la A+b.µ I ~ M < 00 • 
Q. E. D. 
3. 2 Lemma. Ca { E) is a normed space. 
Proor: ·vo-r·--·-x-e:ca ( E) de-fine l I A 11 ·; ··r A'l 
·•. 
.. 
=-·--·· _ ....... _ ........... · ..... c~-·--·-·"·-···-·--· : .. ·--······-····-··--· __ l _ _.. ___ l_ ______ T.o __ ..s..e.e_±hat -J---l--a·l+l--:---t-~~-~~~1.1, ob ser-v-e- that-----~- ·.---.__,.... :. · ..... · .·.-· · ----·------··----; 
' 
i n n n 
. l I a A ( E i) I = . l I· a 11 A ( E i) I -i=l 1=1 I .Cl ., .[ l I A ( E • ) l l . . 1 1=1 •H--• ~---• .... •••-• .. 
- - ·-· ,--- ~ .... ·--·= - - -- , ' - .. ---
Th us I a A I = I ex I I A I w hi ch me ans that I I a A I .I = I a l· • I I A I I • 
="'·=·.cc ... cc.- =· =· ==~·· --·--·-·-~ ----2. )---·••"'"To'""' se·e·,c~tha~E' ··r·r~+-µ11~'- i"C,rC1 ·~·T-r + . 1.1·µ ·1 · 1-·w-e s1mpiy' 'na.:t~.:·-·· -- - -· --·-
that I ( A+µ) (E) I ~ I A (El I + Iµ (E) I • 
~ J t • 3.) Finally 11 A 11 = 0 if and only :if. I A(E) I = 0 for 
• I .... I' 
all E EE if and only if A(E) = 0 for all E e:E if and only if X:-o .•. 





---~---~-~-- ------3,....._=3---L-e~mm-·· -a-.--=c.--a-(--:::,E) -1s a complete· space. 
' 
Pro'br : · Let { Ai }£Ca (I:) be a Cauchy sequence. Then {A, (E)} 
1 
20 
is "a' Cauchy sequenc~ of r~al ( complex) numbers _ for all E eJ:_._ .. ______ .... ___ _ 
; For., let e:>O be given anq choose N such that p,q>N implies . ! -·- l 
that IA -A I < e:. Then p q 
I A (E)-A (EJ I = 1· ('A -A. J (E,) I < ·1 A -A ··1 (E) < I Ap-Aq I <e:. p q·· . p·-· .q ~-- p q 
· Since· {A. (E) } .i_s _·a Cauchy sequence iri the real (complex) l. 
- '·, 
numbers, limit :\. (E) exists for all Ee:E and I am therefore 
. -·. i +co 1 
able to d~fine.the measure A as follows: 
A (E) = 1 imi t .A • ( E) .. . ,__ .. .. _. _ -'-- _ _ ____ _ . _____________ _ 
--~--=-----'----7------------- i-+oo . . _l. - --- . --··.--. - . - -- -- - ... ,, __ .. - - .. -- . --- . -- . -~ - -
Freme Lemm_a 1.12, thete 1._s· c3. p:osit~ve· ve:Ca ( E) s:u:cJ.1,. th:a·t. 
limit··· A . (E )- =- ·O for i=·l, 2 _, •. .. • .By The.orem 2 • 4 ·ano.. C.o. .. rol:-l·ary: 
v (E) -+O 1 
2. 5, the· lim·i·t. is uniform in i -a .. n.d x e:·:ca (t)-. 
' 
,-. Suppose. that for· th·e moment 1.1. i-,$. a real valued me-asure and· 
that S has the Hahn Decompositi:on· wit_h respect to µ, S=AvB. 
Then 
n n n 
... 
r_:_-:. - 1- µ. (E:_~-·-) 1 ·<:_ :t· . µ. fA E . J -· --r: µ (.B: .E .. ") 
.;&,; 





















<- r µ (AJ 1 + 1 µ tB} 1 . _ _ ___ . ·-· .. ·, ... ,_ .. ·- .. - ... __ -. _ _ _ ---·--·----------·- II 
< 2 Sup ··· I µ (EJ I: 
Ee: E 
1atid this means that v (µ ,S) < 2 Sup Iµ (E) I • Analagously, .· if µ -
E 
. _ __:_:·-: ... :,.=-.:;...;:::,~.-, ... -::-~-c'--:--c·,;;CC<-=-cc~"=~l=e=:-x··--va}~uea= ••-•••rn,;,;-,,x.;:.•,mrnr,,.;,.;_m;..,..OY<W"'""'YttiV•omlS'•llimn>" HPO,abrnmon=,,_,;..,,,._V'WN'ff'NO•H""''>''""'""""--""'"OWU MU»OU H ..... , ...... ,, .. 0 ......... _ -<Pll'<H"'"' _ .,. ... .,_,~••••·"'"''"< 
v(µ,S) < 4 Sup lµ(E) j. 
Ee:E 






..........,.....,.,..,--~--,-~,~r~-~. ---,--...,.,...,..-------~--------------------------,., .. ------




_·1, ___ ·:·- ·,-----------------·---------·-------'- ·-.--.--·-·- ··; 
_I ' J 
j 
- -- ---·--------=g~:c·ven and choose N- s-uch that- p ,q>N impl·ies that 
---~---
I A -). I < e:/ 4· ·- ~ I A (E) - A (E) I < e:/ 4 for all Ee: I: p q p : q 
- which in turn implies that I A (E) -A (E) I < 
- p 
ThUS TA~-i I < 4Sul) I (AP-X){E) I·~ e:. 
E 
Hence!. ~!in ta(E) .. 
1 
Q. E. D. 
.. 
e:/4 for all Ee:E. 
. ' 
In light of the above three lemmas we have that Ca(I:) 
. . 
is a Banach Space and I now state this formally as a theorem. 
3.4 Theorem. Ca(E) is a Banaeh Space. 
--·-------------We need a nu-mber~ef theorems- --tram--cTass1.c~r1- -anaiy-sI-s 
i 
-- l 






---------------·-----· -----··--------......---------------------------~------------~- ---------------- ---- --- ~--- ---- --- ------ ------ -·-·-------- ~-- -----·----------- - ----- -
and then w~ will be able to state necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the oomp.ac·t_ne·s:s of subsets of Ca (I) • 
-
- . - --- -- ·- - - - ·-- ·-
- ~ . .. 
The first of these ·theorems ·is a fo:rnt ·o·f the uniform 
• boundedness princ·iple ,. c:1. p·roq.f of which may be found in the 
appendix. Of,· par.t.ioU:l~r- i.nterest for the paper is the· cor;..· 
ollary. 
3. 5 Theorem. Let ·~. :be a _f;:1mily .Q.f continuous real valued 
"' 
functions on a cornpl.e.=te seminorrned space which i·s pointwis·e 
bounded. Then I is uniformly bounded. 
-·~--CG±-Gl---l-a--ff~~---- Le~ S=:ba a:::~:::ae:E=--~ia::~=--Senti-=ROr--me-d sp&:ee="c*"-'S=tt~h=---::~~~~~:=:"'~- -~~:=~c~c~ c: __ -- I 
~ that f is bounded on S for all.fin X'. Then Sis norm 
bounded. 
~~=~~=~,.-..r~~~~~~:11' :rc::::::mr,~ ... t;ftaar:•····"'~·-* • zt;;:m ... , tr .. ,._ ..... , f'('+?f.fai.oi .... iu&)Uf'Q:t'QPVlNl~L )e'l,.o;-YJ'i+,Wl,e:~•wao,:-es5-r9a,;»ettGr1Ttlt)Mn1Rf"$i7::tl>nUlff'?tr+ :t::1nmmaJE~~ ... ..,.,.'}Mtll-iP IP C -_..;.. •• .. ---.__.._.--............... - - ---- ·------- ,... 
' .. I·• 
Proof: Let X be the natural imbedding of X in the second 
dual of X and let S = {x: xeS}. 
-- - -- - - - --· - --- - - - ----· - - . --- . -- - - - - - -
.- "'~, .... 
Iii~ I • ..; ' 
. 
. - -.. -- - ----------- --·- -
- ···--·-------- -----·- -~--------- - -· --- ------··--- ·---· - - ----. ---------- -- --,-- -.· . --·----·----- -~ -·----------- -----' - - · ___ -·. -- -- --- ---- -
-- . •- - ----- --- ---- • • - - ---- ---• -- - --- --- .-- - •• --- " " - -·· •r -· - -
Now, for fEX', there exists_Mf such that 
--- --t-:E-ts-,t ~ Mf for all s in· ~an-crthus 
• 
A A A A 
22 
lf<f>I = lf(s) I < Mf for alls ins. Hences is a point-
w,ise b6.unde_c;l family and Theorem 3. 5 applies. There exists M 
. " " " 
such that ls(f) I < M for alls ins, for all fin X'. In 
A A A 
particular, there exists M' such that ~· I· ls, 11 < M' for all s(;S. 
A 
Thus I I s I I _= I I s I I < M I • 
3.7 Definition. 
.-----
Given the Banach Space X, the weak topolo~y 
~----- ------ -----~----·---------·--------·--·-·------------ ~~-----------
are continuous. ----··------------------·---·-- -- -------------- ---
3. 8 Definition. A subset A of. X:· is C:a.l:le·.o. co:riq.iti.onally 
-' t . f . . . compac 1- A- 1s- compa:ct. 
It is re·ad-ily seen that A is condi tio-rtal.l-y compact i·f 
-and only if A is compact ~nits relative topology . 
. Due to- the lack of space, I state without proof the-
~berlein-Smulian Theorem. A proof ·of this theorem may be 
•. - found, for example, in "Lin:e:~r Op~rators --- Part I" (page 430} 









--:_-.. ~~.-~:_-_·-·- ~~~~-·- --------- -------- - '.-===::':::=:':::':::~~---
3.9 Theorem. f:: subse_t A of a Banach Space is weak}._~y~s_e_q~_u_e_n_-_--'-----------'----
.,,tially . compact if and only if weakly conditionally compact . 
., 
___ ,. . -
Since, by Theorem 3.4, we c;re able to consider Ca(r} as 
a Banach Space, the Eberlein~smulian Theorem may be applied 
-- - -. --- -·-------·--------·-··----------------·· ·----··------- - .. ~--~----~----·- . ------- - ... - -~----·- ·---- --~----·------·--· ~-~--- ·- - - ---
to Ca(r). In particular, it is useful in proving the theorems 
which follow. .... 
:.(.,.J_;.: 





3:·10 Theorem. If KSCa{l:) is weakly_.-condition-ally compact, 
then 1.) K is bounded 
2.) If {E.} is a sequence in I: de,creasing t.o the y~id'· . . 1 
J 
set, then l~mit A(Ei) = O uniformly for AEK. 
1+00 
Proof: Let K~Ca(E) be weakly conditionally compact. Thus 
-K is weakly compact. Therefore, if f is a continuous fun-
ctional on Cc1·( E) , then f is continuous- ·in the weak t~pology 
-and we have· _·that f (K ) is compact in the reals. But a com--
pact s~t in the reals is bounded. Since the choice off 
______ _____:...:.....-~-
--
-was arbitrary, Corollary 3.6 holds and K is norm bounded. 
-- -----·- ···-- ··--
- ---·--- -·-··--- -··- -
· Th.u_s· ·the f.irst as.sertion is proved. 
Now suppose the second result is hot true-~ ·T-ha-t· is_.-· 
. . ' . ,. 
assume there exists e > O, a: sequence {Ei }~ r whic:h decre·a.s·e·s 
to the void set and :a, .$e~q_uence {Ai}sK such th·a·t· 
for ri=.1- ,.-2 , ••• 
S_i_·nc.e·_ K is weakly conditionally cornp-a.c:t,- :by :T.h,e·orem .q.\9--,. I{ 
is weak·ly sequentially compact and thu:s· { ~-i} conv~r.ges· in the 
.. .. topology. As a result, limit An (EJ exi_sts .for a_ll E in E. 
n-+oo 
Thus as in lemma 1.12, ,i ··we may construct the positive v eCa {I:) 
~----
--
-~-sucn th-at--liinit-·x--:cE) =-0 for i=l,2_, .. _. - ------------·'--,,----------------··-·v·-· rn~-- Th_~n t. ___ by_ Theore,~m..___ __ -_--_--_--
2. 4, this limit is uniform in i. Since the E. decrease to 1 . . .. --- ----· -··-····--·--····· --- . 
a-void set, limit v(E) =·O. Thus limit· A (E) = 0 which . ---~~.--~~~----------fnt--+~oo»---~n - . -----~ ·--·-----~ .. ---· n+oo n .· .. ~""-~--~·---~·~--- .. .-----.. ~-------------~· 
contradicts the original assumption and the result_, .follows-=--.--'--'-----'-~·_,____ __ 
-~-------~--~,---~-~· 
-~---·---------------'~--
Q. E. D. 
·--
• 
•., .. ~ 
··-·-······ --~-·.. • • •'·-· ·- -••• ·•<-'!; ,r., .... "-. -. 
. 
- ~ - - ·-··- .. ,.. __ -
'J ' ' 
-- -- - -
3~11 Theorem. If KfCa ( E) is condi tiona-1_1-:y_weak-ly-GGm!)-ae-t-, ------
then there exists positive v£Ca(E) such that 
limit A(E) = 0 uniformly for AeK. 
v(E)-+O 
Proof: First I will show that for arbitrary £ 1>0, there 
exists 6(£)>0 and a finite subset {A1 , ••• ,An}~K such that 
I A. I (E) <O (E) fo:i::' i=l,2, ••• ,n implies that I A (E) I<£ for AEK. l. 
To see this, suppose the statement is false for some£. 
Choose and arbitrary ·· A 1 EK. Then there exists E1 






··------~---· --·~----------.: .,. . 
--- . ---··-N-ow·we·---p-roceed -by. ·induct~Q_Il __ . "- _.Suppose we have obtai·n-ed ---- - .. --- ---. . 
··---------- ---- -----------···-·-- - ----- - . ' 
---· -- -~------::c ........... ~-:.!-.-::. ... ..:;:. - .• ·------·--. -------------· --- -
·, .. 
the property tha·t 
( A . I ( E . ) < .2-j 1 J . l~i~j~n-1 
- - -
l"J+1<Ej) I ~ £ l<j<n 
Then. there exists Ert in .L and An+l in I<- such that 
IAil (En) <2-n fo_:i:- i<l~n c:tnd 1~\1+1 (Eh} l'>E. Thusr as fn~trr.e~~----·-· -·-···----'--~---· 
preceeding theorem, we may apply lemma 1.12 and theorEmt 2 .4 
to obtain the po.s:it··ive. mec~tsur.e· v: •· .e:I:~a<( EJ: such that 
limit . A'i (E-l = Q ;u.;r1i_:formly in: .! .. 
V' (E) -+O 
Expressing v' in the. explicit form of lemma 1.12, 
·---- _______ ,_......__._._~--~····--........-. I 
---- J -n -, 00 -n 
·-'-"'---~~---'-----'~~-==<=-:-· --:--1;.l~I A I ( E · ) [ 2 ~ -· 1-) l + f .. · 2 
.; 
... ·· 
ft=l n J n n=j+l 
I 






, . r-1 
. . . ~-
. 
':~:~:~·tf?J~i:;g.£~1i.i>;~' ... \) 'j' , 
. ' ·' I, 
'I { l~ 
-'·,--_. ,-,.-. : •:.·· ·.-, ·. ,,,_.. ·.'·J,,. --·r . ...-1 , · .... ,1r,,~-·-·,_•::-~~~:!·;-.i..•·~.i"':\··c.·:'.':'.\11: •:.:·:~-.. "' ,i-· j1··1·-.- ,,•·. • ···~-- ... , 
25 
Now choose N such that 
Thus, since v' (EN+l> < 
v' (E) < 2-n: : I Ai (~l I < e: · for i=l, 2, ••• 
-N . 
2 , .f AN+2 (EN+l) f < e: in contradiction 
to the way in which the sequences were chosen and the asser-
tion is proven. 
Now, to prove the theorem, let e>O be.given. For n=l,2, ••• 
. -n . Jet 0(2 ) and ·{Anp= l<p<Pn' n=l,2, ••• }fK be such that 
fXE)I < 2 -n for all K whenever 
:f o:r· p= 1., 2 , ••• , P 
. n 
























---·----------- ------- -------- -~------ --,-~-------
. - ~- - ---- .. -- - - -- -- - ----- -- - -- - --· ----- -- I-.. 
--·-· ~--- ----- - - ------=--- _-____:::--_._-- ... :---.-r----:-.·---::...· -- - w _- ------ ·-- --- ·-------------- - --- - - --·-- ----·---- -- -
- _---:::_ ___ ---==-----~-------""::--
_._ ··- - --------- . . -··· .:· . ~ 00 - - -- . . .. . p 
:\)(E) = l 2-n lnlA I (E) [P (l+IA I )]1 for EE:~ 
n:;:::l p=l np n np 
c.hc_o;se n st1ch- tha.t :2-n_ < t- ~. N.o·ti·ng _ that M = Sup f :x f < oo 
AEI{ . 
since K is bounded, we see that if v (E) < o (2-n) [211Pn(l+M) ("1 
< {2-n) [2n.Pn (l+M) ]..,.1 
which--imp±ie-s-that JAnpf-(Jr,-< cS (2-n) for p=l, 2, .•• ,Ph 
--n and thus I A (E) I < 2 ··· .. < e: .·f:or all A e: K by the f_j_rst remarks 
of the pro.o,f. 
. ··1 
,-, I 
Q.. E. D • 
' 
·The latter part of th.e above p.r .. o.ctf y·i.~,·1~:f~l t-he st:·rotig.t~:r, 
co:ro·llary: 
-·-··----·--· .. .,---·-·--··-·------·--·-···- -··- ··---·· ···-···-···---------------·- . ~· --- . --~-
hh~n there exiits a positive measure ve:Ca(E) such that 
··1·.) limit A (E) = O uniformly for Ae:K. 
V (E)-+ 0 
-2.) For Ee: L , v· (.El< e: whenever I A I (E:J <:e: for all_ A£ I(. 
r 
-:--.--:-·--.·· .. t t 'b . ' _,' :i; ' . 




It will shortly be shown that the converse of Theore~ 
3.10 is also true. But first I will show that the condition 
of Theorem 3.11 may replace the second condition of Theorem 
3.10, thus yielding a corollary to· the converse theorem. 
3.13 Lemma. Let KfCa(E) and let vECa(r) be positive such 
that limit A(E) = O uniformly for AEK. 
v(E)-+O 
decreases to the void set, 
___ limit __ i 1 ~ _.__) ___ ;::: -0 uniform ix·~-fqr i\ ~K -~ • .\Jo=,' 1 ;s;;;z· 1-+oo 
Then,·: if {E. }~I: 
1 
Proof: Let £>0 be given and choose o such that v(E) < o 
~ 
------------t:====---==----:._:.:=----==-=--==-=-==-==~=====1111t:t.J=13;;' ~--~=t:n-at~1-f-fE ) -f < - £ Io r a r1-x eK-. -- -Sfiic-e { E i } de ere a se s 
to the void set, there exists N such that n>N :::;> v(E.) < a 1 
and the resuit f·ollows. 
-- ---~--Q. E. D-. 
The fo1·1·owing three lemmas w·i.11 ·:prove use,ftil in proving 
the converse of Tlieorem 3 .10. The first two ·.of these are 
characterizations of fi·elds and a-fields re:sp.ectively. 
3 .14 Lemma. If q, i:s_ a coun-table collecti_on of sets, then 
the field generated. ·by '¥ is countable. -~· 
Proof: Without loss of generality, te'l'. Let 'o ~ V ana let 














. I , .. , . 
n 




.. _ ------------··----:·-~--_:::---- -~-
2 
_· ... _ _____ 
_ ___ ,__ ___ . --~~: l~~ -~~l ( E i_~~J) : __ ~_i~_!i ~. '¥J} ~ •:•;;:~n ~.c~~=J~~:.:~~ ~ '"~·==~ =~cc ccc .. - •. ~,ccc, .. :c. -"ce-~=. '··· ·· · : 
'l'n = {.v
1
(Ei--Fi):·Ei,Fie:'¥n-l}. Then '¥5U '¥n~n. 1= n=O 
:The proof .will be completed by showing that the countable· 00 
.. ': 
callection u 'l' is a ring and thus equal to SJ. Hence,: n -.r1 . -n=O A 
• 'L ~ ' ~~ E . 
. ,·' \ 
1, 
,. 
• ) • _'\ 
-~_!.•."- .t\J 
-
---··--·------- - ,--·---:-_.;,-_ ... , ~~ ... , ... -,,':! .~,-,;.,: ..... ~--- ---· 
I . 
., I , 
I I 
" . 
-: . :I'. 
·· .. ' ' } 
•,'. 
~-
' I .J ·· .. I 
I - . 
• • OI) 
n will be cotintable. It is clear that ~E v·.'.'n since t£'o· oo 
n=O If AE ·U 'n' then there exists k such that ~Efk and thus n=O 
00 
~-Ae:'l'k+l . which_ .. implies that C~_e:· v ·'l'n. Now let , n=O 
00 
27 
E1 ,E2 , ••. ,Eme: V 'n' then there exists N such that E1 .,~ .. ,Eme:rn n=O 
m 
which implies that U E. 
. 1 1 1= 
is a field. 
·-
m oo 
= ~0 (Ei-t)E'l'N+lf U 'l'n. i=l 
· n=O 
Q. -E. D. 
00 
Thus U 'l'n 
n=O 
3. l 5 Definition. Call a colle__ction a£ __ sets, TI, monotoo-e---i-f~----··--· 
----- ------ --~--------·------···-------
---------- - --- -------- .. --- ----- - --- -----~-----~----·-- --------- --~ ·---··-----·. 
-· ----------
for all sequences {E }STI limit E e:TI. n n 
n+oo 
3.16 Lemma. A monotone field is a a-field and the smallest 
. --------~-~-- ~~- .---mrmot.ane co-11-ee-ti-on -of sets contcrinirig a field 1S · a a-field. 
Proof: Let n be a ffi6nbtone field and· {E }£n. Then n n oo 
{ V E. } is :a ~1onotorte :col.lection ·o:f sets an.d hei1ce i=l 1 n=·r. 
n 
limit :u· E· I = 
-.'" .l 1 n-+90 :i=- . 
:u E ... e: n .·attd n is: a a..;. f·:i_e-1-.d .: i=\1° i.· ..... / .. 
Now Ie·t :M :be the. s_nra1·1est -mono;tone- collecl:ion t>if. ·se-ts ~ . . . . . ' . . 
. 
. 
containing a field n. I ~ill. show that~ is a fi~ld 4nd h~hce 
- - --- · a a-field. Denote -~y ____ [¥1 the co·11.·ection of -al_J._ sets E such 
=-:-,~-c---·-·--c =-· -- ·- -=--- --- - . - that E _'CI --- . '. . - - - . . ' - . ,-,-, ·~ ,- F-E and EVFe:M. 
-_ [E] is monotone. · Let {En} f [E] be a mon tone sequence. 
Then limit E - F-·= limit(E -F)e:M, limit EV F=limit(E\JF}e:M n · n n n n+oo n+oo n+oo n+oo 









. . \ .;,!'\.· .. ~. - . 
' __ ;_,,;; ,'.· •. ,,:,\,' .,.,, •. ,-,:,,,,;"-•_ .• ~:,1-(.:~ .. , 
.. 




,:• ' I ,\ 
--- But for EEn, FE[E] for all FEQ and since Mis minimal, 
M~[E] for all E En. Thus we· conclude that if EE_M then E~ [F] 
' . .., ,r,; 
28 
for all FEn. Hence FE[E] for all F£g. Again we may to apply 
the minimal,ity and we get M£[E] for all EEM. In particular, "< 
this means M satisfies the axioms of a field. Therefore, by 
0 
the first part of the lemma, Mis a a-field. 
Q. E. D. 
\ In partic:ul_a-r, I conclude from the lemma that a m.C?.~C?:f:_one 
collection of sets which contains a field contains the a-field 




·--- -------- ----- ----- - . -- .. _--c.--- I 3.]7 Lemma. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let {i-} be --------------------------· . -
- -------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------- ------ --- ---·---------- - -- -- --------------------n----· --
a sequence of linear maps from X to Y with the following 
properties: 
1~ Sup · 1 Tnx ·f--< "ex>- for all X£X-~ -- --- ---------- -- -- ----
1 <n< oo 
- -
- -
2·.) limit T x exists fo·r· all x: in a :f:undamental set. n n +oo 
Then limit T x exists for all xeX. n 
n+oo 
Proof: We note that linear span of a fundamental subset of 
X is dense in X Therefore, since the T are linear, limit T_~x n n 
n+oo 
eJfists fo.r all ·x in ·the linear span of a fundamental set. 
- -~ ' 
Therefore, let D be the linear span of the fundamental set. 






















--. ------ -~- - -- ----~---BY-t----{g;'----x }-i-s- a--p-0-i-n twi se bounded f am-i-l-y -- -ana- -l>y- ---the---u-nif-o-rm-----~ ----------,--_ ----------- ---···--:· n . -- ------· ......... ---- -.... "'" ·-· . .. 
. 
. - -·· ·- - ·-- ~ . - - . . 
- .. ... ,. - - ,--·----·------------ - - --· ... . .... , ... -, .. -·--·-.. -----·-····-·-· - ... _,._,_ ,, . .,.. ........ .. . .. 
.. . 
•.. 
· ________ ,, __ ----------·------- -· bounaeanesCS'P:FIIlCIP:te;· fo-r·,~·;·o;,··th~~~--~~I~t;-··6c~-;~h-th~t ,. : l 
I lxl I <o ~ IT x I <£/3 for all XED and for all:.n. Thus for xe:X, 
- n 
. 
there exists Ye:D such that I lx-yl·I-~~ and there exists N such 
that for n,p>N we.have ITnx-TnYl<t/3 and thus 
f 1• I 
.,._ J .... ' 
l 







... -~~--!.....,---·· -- . -- --~·- ~· .... . - -- .. .- ' 
' 
' 
-•·•· .. -· - - _,__~ -~-- ·-·~, ' • ~ •" •- c~ -,., ~ .. -..,, 
c, 
I I •rj 
; '.I 
< E 
Thus· {T x} is a Cauchy sequence for all xeX. n 
I,- j 
'." I 1,, 
But Y is 
Banach and therefore limit-T-x exists for all xeX. n 
n-+oo. 
Q. E. D~ 
We are ready to prove the converse of Theorem 3 .10 ... and, 
because of lemma 3.13, this will provide us with the converse 
of Theorem 3 .11. 
.. 3 .18 Theorem.. I.,et K£Ca ( I:) h:a:ve the following properties: 
1.) K is bounded. 
-------





2.) If {E. } E 1s a sequence _sI~creas111g ___ t.o the _void---S-e-t--,-- ----------~--· ___ 1 ____ ------ - ---- --- ------ - -- -. --------------
then l~mit A(Ei) = 0 uniformly for AEK. 1-+oo 
Then K is wei_a.kly coriditi.on.a.·'ll·y compact. 
Proof: We sha-·11 .s·how ·,tha·t·: K is weakly .:sequential_:ly compact 
and appl.y ·'I'lieo:tem. ·3.·_. 9 :t·o show that ·1' is. weakly conditionally 
-compac·t.. To. thi.s· en.d., let { µn} .be an arbitrary sequence in. 
l< •. :r w±·11 ,sJ:1.ow that {µn} h,ts· a weakly conver.gent .sub.$.e:q:ue·nc.~.~ 
I)ef.ine the positive .. measure vECa (E) by : \ 
.:-. 
00 
v (E) = }: 2-nl µnj (E)/tl+j11.nH 
n=l . 
·· 
... ---· '" '"' .- -
- - ....... -
Let Ca ( E ti) = · { A e:Ca ( E) : limit A (E) =0:}. First, :[ will show I 
·----·- .... --.. . .. 
-- - -- - - - - - - v _ (E_)_-+ () -- -- ------·-
-- that _G_~J_kJ_ vJ __ is a c.lo.se'1 -linea-E--· Sttb·space -of----ca.-f-tl -~: "'If . - · .. ···-·-- ------,-c=- - . ----~=--- ·------=-=--··-- ~ - --- -----
in Ca(E;v). Thus Ca(E;v) is a linear subspace. To see that 
Ca(E;v) is closed, let·{A.} be a sequence in C~( .. r;v) such l. 
that Ai~ A and let £>0· be given. Choose N. such that for 
,.,,... '. 
I . 




By Theorem 2.4, limit A· (E) = 0 uniformly for 
v (E) -+O 1 
Her1ce, choose o· s·uch that_ v. (E) < ~ ~J:\~_{EU < e:/2 
we have I A ( E) I ~ I A ( E ) - Ai ( E ) I + · I Ai ( E ) I < e • 
30 
i=l,2, ... 
for all i and --· - - -~- ______ :__ ____ _ 
Thus, since 
limit A(E) = O, AeCa(E;v) and we conclude that Ca(E;v) is 
v(E)-+O I . 
closed. 
By the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, there exists an isometric 
isomorphism between Ca(E;v) and L(S,E,v), the space of v-in-
tegrable functions on (S,E) given by 




--- ---------- - -- - - ---
- -- --- --- - - ----------- -
-- ---------- -
- -- - , 
Now we choose the sequence.· {fn}~L(S,E,v) such that 
A,n{E) = JEfn(s) dv(s). ·Le.t {_G.: n,=1,2,: •• -•. }·be-a base n ... - . 
:for the open set:s· i:n the .s:c.a:la;rs and Se't 
If we let E 1 -be t·he a-f._iel.d g_et1e:rctt:ed by 
'• -1 E· . .· = f (G ) •. 
m;n m n 
the E , the., £ 
m,n m 
are 
measurabl.e. with respec:.t. to t~i. and .are therefore in :L-($, r 1 , i,) • 
Se.ttirtg i:-:.2 equal to ti-he :f·i<= .. l_d gene.rated by the Em ,.n, we know .-. 
from lemma 3.14 that I 2 is coun·t·ab.le. :Since E2 is -counta-bie, 
we may use a diagonal process to choose q. su_bseqµ~nq~ :{_).tl }: 
k· 
. of· { >... l su·ch that l_imi t >.. .(:E:·) exists ·for a·l:1 E_e:E _. .N-bw ·1e-t 
__ ;i.. . .. . . " .. ,. .... : ... -::: ... ' k·~:,00 . . : ... ..: .. -::::-: .. ffik..:. . .... .· . .. ·. . ... ,,, " ·: .......... ,.............. ·,- ... .- ...... , .. , ... _. ........ ............. ,,.2" .... ··":: ...... ,. _ ........ , ...,., ... -c:-·:,•:'" , ................ --: -- ,--, .. _.., ....... ,... .. •. 
E3 b.e ·t·he collection of: a-11 sub~_ets E of E 1 sµcb t-h:q;t 
-- ... le! t Amk (E) . exi/ts. . Then E 2!: E 3~ E 1 . I will show that r 3 . :i_s 
';I 
monotone and by lemma 3.16 we will have E3 = E1 . Without loss 
of generaldty, let {Ei}J!t: 3 be a sequence decreasing monotoni-
cally, to E. Thell· {-Ei -E} is: a, s¢9;uence decreasing to: the void 
' . 
31 
set. Thus, by the second condition of the hypothesis, 








A (E) = limit A (E. ') uniformly for k=l ,2, •.• -mk . mk 1 1-+oo 
---- -·-----~--------- -· 
- - -
limit A (E.) exists because E1.£E 3 and we conclude that k-+oo - mk 1 
A (E) exists. For, let E>O be given and choose N such mk 
I A (EN) -A (E) I < E/3 for k=l, 2, ~ ~. :~choose M such mk mk 
for j, k>M : -I A (EN) -A (EN) I < E/3. Thus 
mj mk 











I- -- I ----·~ __ ·!.:--------=-± -' ·(.E l '\ (E--) ------- - -:~-- · -~-::-------,--~~--~--- ________ ----1_ -~AL .. m...---l.. >LN--L-,:-:..J.AL~m,--....· ._.,.1..;.>~--,____ ,k---: ~---------~---
k .k_. 
< E for j,k>ij._ 
. Thus { A (E) } is a Cauchy sequence and .l:imit A·m (E) exists 
mk 
·k··- ·· 00 • .k-. -+ .. 
. . . 
and EEE 3 . As a result, r 3 is monotone. 
Now, if we wish to sh·ow that {Am} ; is weakly convergent 
·k 
in· c·a ( E) , we need only show ·that· {Am} _ i.s convergen.t in the 
k 
closed subspace Ca ( r; v) • F·or· s·uppose ·" Am _ ~ -X· w.e.akly ·in C~ ( tJ 
•· k. 
.. . 
an:d .let f be an arbi·tra~y· qont.i·n.uous· ·1.in.ear f.unctional on 
Ca ( L) • lf f O = f IC.a ( r . v) ,. then f O O..m J + f() (},.) i:mplie·s · thq.t I . ~ . 
• t . 
~· -,,-;.. _, ;::," ··---~-,- -·· '"-·· · · "'f·f\;t ·V "'*' · f tx t; ~ 'TffttS r x; ·· -~:;: -1 · weaK I'y Tff -ca tli \IT·: .. iiOWeVE?r ~ ' be::·, F" ~-~ :::·:...:::__ .... _... - cc·cccc k k 
. .. 
cause of the correspondence between the~ and the f , the m ·m 
--- __ , _________________ ,,_ ·------ ,~ - - - .-.. ---- .... -.... k---------· -··------~"---~-----•-- .... -·------------·-·- -k------· ~- ----~·-----· --... -- '". ·-·· . _._ -------·-- ... 
problem is reduced to showing that { f _ } is weakly convergent 1 mk l 
-----~·-·· in L(~_,r 1 ,v). But we n©ee __ ~hat .{__A~}~K ~~.?~- i_~ bound~-d~b-~y ______ -r-! 
• • I 




--.-.. ..-,.,-~,·---·,-·-,··~ ..... ·. ··~- _________ .. 




convergent on L (S, r1 , v) if they are shown to be convergent __ -·~-----------~-----~-~ . ..:-
on a fundamental set of continuous linear functionals on 
L _(_S __ ,_r1 _, __ :v.J __ • _______ w_e ___ c_ho_o_s_e ___ _a_s~~tlle._ f_un damen tal _ _set. ---D--- _:;; ___ --{-gE-:-.--E--e:-Ei-t-· 
~~:J:"e we defin.e 
gE = J
8
1Ef(s)dv(s). But note that 
lt:~t gE(fmk) -= l~:~t f s xE'fmk (s)dvfS) 
= limit J fm (s)dv~s) 
k-+oo E k 
:i==========-==-~~~---~---~~-==-=-========~-~L~,.~~~ --·~======-.. -=-- . -
-----------------




= limit A (E) 
k-+oo rnk 
and this limit has al-
ready been show :to exist for all Ee: I:. Thus limit g ·(f ) E m· k-+oo k 
exists for~ all gE in D. 
'rhe theorem's proof· w1·1·1 ,pe· co·ncluded :Oy showing that 
.. 
; ~ 
::o is indeed a fundamental · s .. et-. By the Riesz Representation 
00 Theorem, for x*e:L*, there e~ists ge:L such that 
x* (f) 
·gi.ven by 
- fsf{s)g(s)dv(s), where the i:ib:Crrt fOr: gin. L 00 is 
IJ9ll = ess-supjg{t·)I = inf{M: m{t: g(t)>~} = O} < oo. 
00 
L • Let ge:L and let M = ess-sup ig(t)r + 1. j1or e: > 0 , choose 
~ 





















Thus, we have fo;-~1-1 .. x Til. g-l-(..::M~M) · ---- -~----~---······ :,I Set f = l kxE. 
- k=~n k 




. ... ~ ·,, 
._'_.;;i\, , _!_ : :~:- ..)j,; _. ,,·. ·' 111,,, 
.. -.......-...-_.,,. • -·-,:O,·-a•,.·,, .. ,,.~C ....... _ • ....,._..... ~ 
.. 
·--~--,----~-------. -----·~--- -------- -- ,I . . ',' {;, 
---·-· .-·, 
• 33 • 
Jg(s)-f(x) l~M/n and m{x: -1 Xfg (-M·,M) } 0 by the definition 
of M. Thus ess-sup I (f~g> Ct> I ~ M/n < 
-
E and the set {xE} 
is fundamental. 
- -.-·-;·-· 
~-------· ··-· --·-~· 
.! 
-, .. ~:· 
.. ·--~~ .. ·--.~-~-- ·-- .. --·~~-· ··-·. . . - - .. - ---· ·- --·--. ---·- .-:- .. --: ·,,···-.- .. -~<·-,.,--:· ~~----- --··-- ·-- ·. ·~= . ,, __ 
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.. Chapter . IY 
-- ~ -- - -- -- -~ -- --- - - - ------ ---- - - -- - -- - -
),.. INTEGRATION 
- -----------
In this chapter, let X denote a real or complex Banach 
Space and X* its conjugate. As usual, r· will denote a a-
field of subsets of a sets. We will develop a theory for 
integration of scalar functions with respect to a vector 
measure and the resulting will take val-ues in ·the Banach 




Space X. This integral will then be sh·own to satisfy the 
V J 
~- ~~-~----~ / 
' 
4 .1 Definition. The additive :set funct·ion µ: E -+ X is 
called a vector meas.ure if x1*:µ:'e:ca (El for all x* e:X*. 
iL2 Definition. Given the vector measure. µ, call )the set~·-_ 
function 11 µ 11 the semi variation of l!.: where 
n 
11 µ 11 {E) = Sup I [ a.µ {E.) I f-o.r E·tE·, ·the s·up·remum taken i=l 1 . 1 ' 
·over all scalars ai. pUCh that I (li r _.<;' l and :.d--i-sj:_oint partitions 
of E into measurab·le sets. 
4. :3, Lemma. 1.} If A~B' then J I :µ..:I I (~l ~-- 11· µ··r 1 :(B) 
00 
' 
·2 ~-) I -I. µ I I ( V E · ) 
· I 1 1 
-
·--·-· i=~ 
{EI } ~L • 
1 
- 00 
.5- • l _ l lµ· 1. ;I (E.1 ) f_or a:ll seq;uep:oes· 1:;::.,l 
r 
! 




.......... · Proof; 1.) Let-~~~~~-~·_·::~!1:~ _ _:_:1:~.:~-~-t_:h_: ~ ~~--~i~~j~-~~~------=·~= --- --·- -,., .. ·~ "" .. ,--... --~--.. ~ ... -.. _" _____ --·-- _,. ___ -.. --·- -----. ··--·. ---· n-·· ·-·- ,, - ....... ··--· -----··· . . .. -- ····-. ···- -- -------· --- -·--·-·- -.. 
-- ···-- ..... ··-- .... -- ----....... - ... - --
_.__ __ .. --
' 
- .. - -
. .- --- . -- . - ·-
and A = u E I • Then 
i=l 1. 
n n ~ ______ _______ _ _ ____ _ ..... l. l aiµ {Ei) I == J. :l. _a1µ (Ei) + Oµ (B-A) I ~-
. i=l · . ·1·:==·I · · · 
!f· • 
. 
we have that 11 µ J :I (A) ~ l l µ I 1· (B:) . 
J I ~ I :f '.{B) and we 
,, 
__.. - ~ ....... : . 
~ • .• I 
: '.'·' . 
---------
··~; -
- ----. _____ . .,_ __ . -------· -
~· -~-- - - " - - -- -- -· - - . ... -
-- . -- - - -· - -·-· . ··- -- - . ·---·-. -··-------- - . -- . -- -·- - ...... -·---. 
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n co 
2.) Le±/ {E:i:}.£r and let F n 
we can assume that the E. are 
= \) E .• 
·, 1 1 Now if E = 
Now let 











= l) s. be a partition of F into disjoint measurable set-s. .• · 1 1 . ~- n 1= 
m 
Then I ::. l ~ a . µ ( S . ) I 
. 1 1 1 1= 
:1r:.. 
m n 
= I l a.µ(S.() v E.) I 
.• .:...,;1· 1 1 . -1 J i~- J-
m -- -- n 
- --
= f - t- a · - l ll fS .11 E .-} ~ -------- · -- ---·-
: • ·1 1 I 1. 1 J 1= J= 
n m 
. l I l a . ti ( s .n E . > 1 





< l I I µ I I _( E -· ) .• 
·--1 J J- ' 
_n oo 
_ 
Thus we c()nclude that J lll1 I f.U-E:11 · < .I 11 µ 11 CE!·] 
·1=1· . J=l ]. 
00 
·-. 
I J µ ,- I ( u E i ) ·< . :I. I l ·µ l .I: (E . 'l ,-i = l . j='l:' . ·• .J. 
4 • 4 Lemma. 1. J If µ : r + X is ve.ctor measure and E:.1_ ., E:2:,, :• .•.• :, E_h 
. . 
' ~ 
is a disjoin~ $equence in r, th~n 
00 
r (UE.) I 1 1 1= 
.. 
00 
2:. :J I j ·:µ l l ( S) < 00 and: for Ee: r ,_ 
11µ1 f (E) < 4 Sup '{fµ(.F)I: Fe:r, FE} <co. 
···~f ·, 
-- - - -_.,..,, __ • ,.,,.,,.,,,....lUl'"_..,..,,,,.a-r=-"'-"'" ,_ .... '="1'...,,.-0:....,.,..,...,....,_.,,.,,.,,.,...,.,,.. ........ --,-' 
.. -- . -~- -· .. - "" --
- _, .... - ·- . - . ,,_ . 
--- ---- ·----- -Proof : .. - . ---- - - ·--- --· .. ·-' -
·1 ~-l--- --------Let x* e:X*. Not·ing that µ ( V Ei) ~nd L JJ (~i) --- - -
-i = 1 -- ~~i-=-1-----'- -------------- -~---- ---- ---- ------
are both finite, we have th~t 
' - - ·-· - "-·-----·-·---·-···"'· ------~· ---- - -· ,, __ ... -----·--
00 00 00 * CO 00 
x*[µ( VE.)- l µ(E.)]=x*µ( UE.)-x l µ(E.)= I x*µ(E.-E.)=,_O,. 
I 11 0 1 1 I 11 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1= 1= 1= 1= _ 1= 
.':.r,.r: '. ... ! • ,.. , 
. , 




~----------"'!la-- -.- - --~ -
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·\. 
However, X* is total over X and thus 
00 
~( u E.) - -I µ(E.) = o. 
I 1 ]. I 1 1 . 1= 1= 
.·,. 
·"'' 
2.) Sup{lx*µ(F)I: Fe:I:, F£E} is finite for x*e:X* b·y the . ' 
definition of µ. Then, by Corollary 3. 6, Sup · { Iµ (F) I } is 
bounded. However,,. as in Lemma 3.3, v(x*µ,E)~4Sup· jx*µ(F) I 
F E and as a result 
... 
:n 
.I. Iµ I ·I (E) = $up I ',_ a. µ(.E·.) 'I··_: ,,l_·i · 1 1=1 
n 
~= Sup Sup I l a.x*µ(E.) I :r, 





< Sup Sup Ila .. Jv(x*µ,E 
Ix* I <I i=l. 1 -- 1 
~ Sup v(x*µ ,E) 
-Ix* I <l 
< 4 Sup Syp jx*µ{F)l jx*j<lF~E 
· · < 4 Sup Iµ (F) I since·, by .t.ne· Itahn-Bana·cb. F~ / Theorem, Sup jx*sl = 1st. 
lx*l<l 
Q. E. D. 
.. 
,...1 
... . . ----· -- ·-· - ·-· -·· - .-. -
. . . . . .. . . - -- --· ... The following ::t.emma an.d its coroll~:ry will p._:ro.ve qt1i.te 
useful in the proving of· standard properties fo·r o_ur yer~. to, 
-- -
----. ----- ---be defined integral. 
,-
! 
4.5 Lemma. D = {x*µ: x*EX*, lx*f~ll -is 1we·akily· conditionally . --------
1 . 
! 
;;;;s-.,, .. ,<. '''"'.c=·:=.'"'.::::-:=".'.:::· ./;:.<?l!lI?.9,J;t .•. :··'" ··-"''."~-.·-.=:·:.··-~.:. -·· ·:: . --: ···::-.-~:-· •~:-'. ·-::-:::·:-·:=-:·:·" • : :·_· .. -- ··:··- :·.·-::·-~ -:-:·":· ··:··:~ -..:·:.·=· ··:.. -:-_··:·::::-::· ·~·.·.:·· ··:.::··-_ .... ··:--:·:·· ... --· -·-,. ··-·· --- . r~ 





I the hypotheses of Theorem . 3_.,_l,_8. _____ _It. __ is __ clear---that D -is---bo-u·n·de-d;-·--- ·-· -- -- 1··-- _____ ,_ - - -- - - --·----"'-··--~------.---------
'. 
-
--~-· -~----· - . - --- --- . - -·--------· --
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. of the theorem. Let· {E. }£I: be a sequence decreasi~g to the 1 
void set. Since 11 ;§ coun_tablY- additive, 
- --
-- --
-~- ---------- ~ -~· -------·-
.; ' 
' • .. ! 
., 
=~==~--=--~ ·= -~ ---- -----,------~ 
limit µ (En) = 
. n~oo· 
00 
µ( n E) = µ(t) = 0 
I 1 n 1= 
ijence, lx*µ(Ei) I .s.. lx*j f µ.(Ei) I. <fJJ(Ei) lfor all x*µE:D and 
limit x*µ(E) = 0 uniformly for elements of D. Thus the hy-n n~co 
potheses of Theorem 3.18 are satisfied and the result 
.follows. 
Q. E. D. 
~ . 
.) 
·; ... -,,,, 
4.6 Corollary. If· µ. is vector measure, there exists_. posi- _ ---------~---- __  _______ /'O:q,..__~------------
------- -----
1.) limit µ fE.) = 0 
v (E) +O ,.·. 
·2 . ) 1 imi t l .1 ·ll I J (_:Ej :=:: ·o: • 
V (E)+O .. 
3:.J ( v may be s.o dho·s'en th_:~tJ. \)._(E'J <E: wheqeyelt 
. t' . 
.... I f µ 11 .( E.) <. e: • 
:Proof: l.l Let D = {x*µ: x*e:X*, lx*l<lJ· . Since.bis weakly 
conditionally compact, by Theorem 3.11 there· exists a posi-
tive ve:Ca(.E) such that limit x*µ - O uniformly for x*µe:D. 
v (E) -+O 
Let e: > 0 be .given and choose o such that v (E) < cS implies that 
Ix*µ (E) J ~- E for all x*µe:D. Then, by the Hahn_:-_Banach Th~q~em, 
. --· - - - . -- -- ,,I ------- -··----------·---- ·-· ---- ·----- .. ·----- ------ .... ·------------- -- ------· - - - . . 
-. 
· Iµ (E) I= Sup · · f x*µ I < e: and limit I H (E) J = - O. · __ · --·-·---==~===~;~~~.;~~~-::.;:,=:: ..:. 
------------------------;--- --- - -· .. 
2.) Let e:>O be given and choose o>O such tha~ v(E} < o 
-i-mpl-i e-s--th at 111-f-E-)-t--<--~fr.---Now--±f--··F.!-E ,-- ··them v ---C-F1 < v --c E1-< o ,.a,;n d 
thus fv(F) f < e:/4 • 
. '....--. 
·, •-,, < I 
< 
t'i,,Jl I, 1 
--·-···-·-·----·---·-------=::==---_:_:____---------- ----·-· --- -
'i 
____ ...:....,....:: ______ ._ 
3 8 :s ·- = ------- .. -, · ·-'--~ 
-
Thus, by Lemma 4.4, 
~----------
-- ---- --
.. -- --1-rµ r l {E) ' < -4-- Sup. {-rµ-{F)- I =- F E-L-; --F -E-} 
< 4 ( e:/ 4) 
-
--- ------· - -- .. -
--and we have that limit ~-J_J14+-{_E.) __ ;; __ 0. 
V (E) -+O 
3.) By C6rollary 3.12, v may. be chos~rt·such that 
l?C*µ (E) I < e:~· for all x*µf;D · if and only if I µ(E) I < e:. and 
the cQnclusion follows. 
Q. E. D. 
---------------------.:-===========:;:=- .... --- ---------------------~--.----. ~~~~~~~~--~~~~~re in a position to d~velop a theory of in~~-.. _ 
-- ---------
-gration of scalar functions with respect to the vector 
measure µ. 
4 .• ·7 Definiti~n. Call a set E µ -ntill if I lµI I (E) = Oi a 
property is· said to hold µ~almost everywhere! abbreviated 
µ-a. e., if it holds on the complement of a µ-null set .. 
4. 8 Lemma. If :E __ 
1
._.:E }]::,.· (.i=l, 2, ••• , n) are µ-nu1i ,. th:en '\.J .E, :,: 
o: l. 1=·1 . is µ-null. 
00 00. 
Proof: 11 µ I l < u E_. l < 
.. i=l- 1 . 
' = 0 .by Lemma 4 • 3 .• 
Q. E·:. D. 
'4'· 
1 4. 9 Definition.. Let f be a scal_ar f11nctio-n defined on S .------- --
- -
-- -·-· ~------ Call --f me-·astirable if for every- Borel set of s-calars, B, 
.. 4.lff Definition. A finite linear combination of character-
istic funcfio:ris-=-of measurable sets · is called a ~_j_:rnple function. _ 
-- - -~ - -- . - ---- - -~ -- -- -
n 
If <P = .l a 1,xE.' let.{a1 __ ,a2-.,, ••. ,a} be the distinct values 1=1 I 1 





. that· cf> takes on. for i=l ,2, .1' •• ,m • Let A . = . { ·x : cf> ( X) = . Cl 1· } 1 --·-----
-·----------- -- - ---------------~--- -····---·-------···--· ---
-
Then (A.flA. =cf> 
1 J . 
m 
----
- - ---- -- ----------·- - -----
- - ----
---. --- - --- ----- ---·---- --- - -------- ---·- ~------------ - . 
~or ifj_ and) call 
t = l a.· XA 
. j=l J j the cano_nical represe,Ptation of cf>-.. · T' 
4 .11 Definition. Given the simple function cf> with,. canonic-a-I 
m 
representat~on ~ = I a. x·A , define the .. integral ·o:-t f ove.r· :~ 
,j==l J j 
m l. a.µ(A.) 
j=l J J 
q.IlQ. :f·o.r ·Ert·E define the integral 
of cp over Eby 
-- -
JE<P {S)dµ (s) = J<P(-s)xEdµ(s) = Y a.µ(A.nE). 
. .j·=1 ] J 
·----- ···---'--------
If ¢ = r-~x-· where E .f)E. = cp I then 
. l 1.E, 1 J 1= l 
4.12 Lemma. 
JIJ).(s) dµfs) = 1f a.µ fE.). :• ·.··.1. 1 . 1 1= . • 
.Proof: A =·{·x::: .$.·(-~J~a} -a '· J E . and t:t1us ~ .. µ (A-. J __ : ;::•_• :\' a ... -µ ·(Er.. ) ·• V l · · 1·· . l . 1 ,. · 1 · · 
a.=a a.=a 1 1 n 
- ' . a . µ (Ef ·i.) · •. 
. l 1 1· 1=l .. 
-Hence f ·~· (sJdµ (:s.) - Iaµ (Aa) 
:Q.. E1... ·p •· 
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n m 
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.. .,"'.~-... -~ .. ,,,,,.,,,.,,1" , •. ,,..,' .. ;;.,-· .. ",,._,__,;;..:.,...,.,..,,~.1:~ ....... o:':...~ .. ~~ 
,' .. 
.. )10. - · -
... ~· 
! 
·.\z .. - I- af + ~g 
~ ' 
n m 
= . , . t' ( aa .. + bb . ) u ( E ... _--). · -j~l i~l J 1 ,. Ji .; _;,1· 
__________________ n _____ m ______ __ ___ _J[i ___ ___ n _________________ _ 
= . a r· a . l µ ( E . . ) + b .I b . l 11 ( E . , ) j=l Ji=l · Ji i=l 1 j=l Ji 
;I 
Q. E •. D .• 
In light of these two lemmas, for integration it is· 
1 
neither necessary that a simple function be in canon.ica:1. 
form nor necessary that it be composed of Charq.cteris:t;i¢ 
func-ti_o·n:s defined disjoint sets. Thus if 
n 
f = 
= _ f a.µ (E. ) regardless of the form of 
. 1 l. I 1= 
the representation of f. 
___________ 4. 14 , Lemma. Let f be a simple func.t-ion. Then ff i·s a· coun-
tably additiv.e ·set function in X_.: 
Proof: 
----- --" -· - - ---- -·- --·---~-
n 
Let{E.J<E be a disjoint sequence and let.f = I 




Lemma 4. 4 yields:· 
·n oo 
J'~if = 2 a.µ(A. ll _t/'.E-.) V.L.1 I ..;;;.1· 1 1 . -_ . --_l ] 1~ .J--_ .. 
::-n ·co 
. ', 
. l :a. i . l ,µ < A . 11 E . ) 








--- - ____ .....____ ______ • -·-- -- ---- --- --- - T'" - -
• 
----- .· - ··----~----·---~· ..... _.~ . .---. ... ; ........ - . 
]= 
. -•------.---~~--------..--,,----,__.=;-r"'-'"-'="' • ._..,,...,.,.,,-, ,.,,.,-_·•=.-,.,,.._....,._._.._.,,~•·.·--••'-~ -----=·,,.r_,.,_._zr.-...... _.., __ -, ... , .. --.-~ . ..,_ -~•-· ,._ ~--' ''· - - ---''' .,....-,.._~, . .,,.~,-•-••.•_,,,._,, •.. ,. 
_ Q_ ~--- ... E ·-- ,,,. __ o, •---~- -·-··----- .- ..... -·- ........ ----.------A-...... ,.~--~--~----··--,"---, .. c·,,.---- ,·-·· ---.~-----.,,-... - --.-,., ..• ,-.,- .. _.,_._.~··----=--,, ..... ""'"''" .. 
simple function 
·----'---- ---- -·------ -- -
.. 
n 
f = la.XE, we have the following: 
I 1 1 I 1= 1 




·~· ,·. JJ 
1, 
-------·---·-
... .... ' ' { • • ,_., _ _,-•' -·· .':~_..:._,-· -· ·-·-· •' ",,.:_, • ,,·~,(-, .. •, ... ,·.·,','.,L.•.·,_._",,~'-•'•,'.''·.··,·,',,•,,•,:\,,,-'J,•,.,','.'.• .·,•.·.•,•,•,•.',•,,",(•:,•,··,,...:.,.,'.,._.._•_,,:·:,.,,•,,•,,'.C.::.•,',,', .• ·•.,L.,·,·,.·,, .. •_C.,.,,,·,,,,:•,,,'.·.,,"<':,''.:,'_•'·',,•,,!'.'~.:C.',•,,o,··,•,,.,•,•,",.•,,.,.',.,•,:, .. ',,,, • • ., •,·. ,,,,'•, ,••·-·····-,,,-. ,,.•••••-H• I O O,OO~oP.l'-U•t_~·,-11o·-,,L ...... •~-'~~--·--'-·~·-







··- - ' - . - . - -___ ._ - . ·,c-•:;::· --- • ---- .. ···- _- -·-- -· - • -- - •• J -•. -- __ 11.._ -- -- ·-' ,- .• ,,;,,. ___ _ 
,, 
... 
- - - - --- - -
f JE, f ( s) d µ ( s) / = I I a. µ (E. E) f 
. ·. 1 1 1 1= . 
- - - --~--~--- - . -
r 
n 
--~ -- Sue rf (s) I ' {-Su_p:_~-=r·--~-~--· . µ,.(~E- •... E·~» 
-.~{E i=l 1 1 
· < Sup I f ( s) I • I I 11 I I (E) 
seE 
where·ai=ai/[Sup lf(s)ll and thus lail ~l. 
, ______ .. _ -
· .. 
. Now we would like. to e_xtend the def ini tio;n o·f: an in~· 
t~gral to a more general class of functions. 
" 




integrable if there exists a ·.·sequence· { f } of· simple fun:ctions 
, 
with the following properties: 
1. ). 
. ' 




l t_·_. ·· .. : f:_. __ .. J 
--J$ .n. 
call JE 
converges in the no.rm of x. -~or c:1.l:l. E-e:.t. 
f(s)dµ(s) = l!~~JE fn(sJd.µ($) the_i11te~ral 
off with respect to·µ over the set E. 
-- ---- -
With the following. definition, we will ·nave a:.- ·s:ufficient 
~oon,d.ition for integrab·i.lity •.. 
4 •. 16 Definition. Le·t: f:.:be a- .measurable function. ·Then call 
ess-sup If (s) I = r·n.f tM:: -µ {seE::_ I f (s) I > M} = 0} the .H.-essen-
se:E 
tial sup~e!Jlum of f or1 E:. f .. -i-J,. :·c.a.lle:d _g_-essentially bounded _ 
if ess-sup lf(s)j 
se:E 
< 00 ... 
-
; .. - .... - . ' - ' 
-
- -- -- -- --
------•••-• M••--------- -
If . ~~-~ .. an~d. ~- i~ ,~--~~~!_gr~~le ',-~~~n,~ fIL.~-~~) ~µ·(~>., _ _ ___ ... -4 • 1 7 Theorem • 
. --·•·"·--····-·----·------·"···---··'~- ·-----··· . -- .. 
is well defined. 
.. --------
{ f. . _J -· and.--{--'J---}-- be- -two s eq-uence s ---of- -s-i-m-p-le---f-u-net.-ions~~~-·-·-·· -- -~ n n 
('.' 
---·---- - - --
-- ----. -
- . 
--------- - -- -- - -- - - --- ~1; l 
/, 
. ,,. . 
' 
-, 
such that f + f and g + f except on the µ-riull set· A and n · · n 
such that· {/E-fn} ·and· {/E gn} converge for all~~e:E. Define 
the simple function h by 
n 
.. 
hn(s) = -~n(s)~gn(s) for SES-A --L 
0 for SEA 
:Then h (s) + O for all se:S. It mus't ,be -s-hown--that {/ -: h _} n E. n 
converges to O in X for EEE. 
By Corollary 4. 6 there exi$·t,s_. ·.po:s:it_ive v e:Ca ( E) such that 
7.~ .. 
limit 111111 (E) = 0. Then for f:ixed -n 4 
v(E)+O 
------
< Sup lh (s) I limit I 1µ1 I (E) 
SES n_ - v(E)+O 
- 0 
:au--t {J-E h:n} con·verges for all E·t.t- sinc .. e :i-t is t/he: :d±f.ference 
bf two con·vergen t sequences. --Thµ~ ,w_e :mci:Y :app.-ly Theorem 2. 4. 
For E>O there exists o $UCh that v(D)<o ·im:p·lies tbat 
I JD hn I < £/2 for all n:_.. Now, by Egoroff •: s Theorem, choos-.e 
De: E such that v (D) <.t5 ·an.d hn + 0 uniformly on S-D. Therefo~e 
choose N such that n>N impli~s that I bnl < r./ [2 • 11 µ 11 (S)] on 
S-D and thus n>N implies that 
. - '-----.-------< -- -·---,·--··· - ,,___ ' - ··-"'··-~ -. '"··-·-··-·""·-~- _,. ___ , ___ ,_,_ ----- ,---,· ._,,... __ .. -- __._.., .. - .. ·-···~·- ....... ·-·~·-··'"~ . '' ______ ,-.. ,-. --~~--~--'"" - -·--.. ----~·----------,----
< E 
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4.18 Theorem. 1.) The set of int~grable functions is a 
linear space and .for Ee: I:. fE::~f----i-s-- aJ.ifiear -map of -this spiice 
into X. ·· 2.) If f is a measurable function which is µ-es-
-\,.,, 
sentially bounded on s, then f is µ-integrable and 
1/£1 <. {µ-ess-sup ·lf(s) I}· I Iµ 11 (S). 
SEE -
Proof: · 1.) Let 4>=· {f: f- is µ-integrable}. ·!f· f,ge:~, then 
l~t· {fn}, · {gn} be sequences.of simple functions converging 
µ-a. e. to f arid g :respectively such that f:/;~f n } and { J E gn} 
converge for all Ee: E. Thus· { J E afn} and· { J _fn +gn} conver~e 
I 
I', f / 
~-- -------
__________ ~-----------~----for_ all __ K£-L-• -----HoW~7 ---a-fn __ -e-),, -af and --fn-+g-n ~--f4--g-µ-cf-.e:----ana.- -- -- ----· ----~- --
.,. •. I , . -
1 af and f+g are µ-integiable. The facts that·ftaf = a/E f, 
1E Tf+cj) = JE f + /E g, arid {JE- g~ran_d_ {JE (fJ:l+ci~TJCOilVerge ---~ -
al.l foll.ow· from the equations: 
fE af == limit /E afn = a•liinit f E :En = a:/E f 
n~oo . n~oo 
and JE f+g = limit /E fn+9n = limit f Efn t fE gri =:! ft f + /Eg 
n+oo . .. . n+oo .. 
2 • .). F9.;r :£ ·> O ~ l:et. :M ·:;· :e_s s-sup I .f:: ( s J l +· :£· .• 
S£S . 
.. 
m m -For n=2·-i m=l,2, ••• define __ ~= {x: M(k-1)/n<f(x)<Mk/n} 
for k=~n+l,-n+2, ••• ,n. Let B 
--m 
n m 
= S- ( V Ak) and ~hus 
-n+l 
... , ... 
J [Pl I (B) = 0 by the way M was chosen. If we define 
. m 
- ·- ---··- ...... ·--·---··- --- n 
fn :: M/n -nll kxAk, then I fn -f I < M/n exc~~~~-on Bm. ----------,------:-
00 
But, by lemma ------Th-iis. fn +-f -except. possibly on··-·-·0-· .Bm. 
m=l ·--------·-
00 
4. 8, ·I I ll I I ( · U Bm) = 
m=l 







,.· .-.,,,., ... , . ,... ... ,. _ _...., ........ _,_ . ..._ . 
'··' I ' 
- •o-, ---'- - ,.::. _________ ------~-- ·----------- ---- ·-·-·· -•-- - - - -·· -- •.• ---··-
,-
... ~- ,, 
.. . 
Without. loss of gen-erality, let p be greater than q and 
. 
-- - ---- -- --- - ------- ----
we have ! r / E f~ .;_ IE :~q I ; TJ~ (f~ ~~ -f~fl "':?], µ , .<E) • 
Thus· {JE fn} is a Cauchy sequence and as a result converges 
I 
for EeE. Thus f is µ-integrable by definition. 
Finally, by our choice of the·f 
n 






















~ 1 imi t · { Sup I f n (sJ l --~ :f I·µ I I (S )_] ______ ~_,__ _ __;___ _ 
n-+00 s e:S 
- .. - - . . ___ :. --- ~ --- ~--.. - - -.. ,--- -··-··--- ---·---· - -=~ ,~,:~--· Te-. SS ..:-sup----,-~-7S J-1 ±.---- ---T -1---t~ ;-f-,t S_)_:__ ---- -- - - - - - - - - --------- ----- . - -· ··-- ---- -----
----·---··----- - ---~~---------- - --------~------------------·-----·-----.::::-----t- -- --.l.----\ € I 1·-JJ.-t----f-\:. • ·-
, 
Se: S 
,Thus J· .. Jf.(s)dµ(s) I ~ {ess-sup If (s) l.l· [ lµ.11 f.S} •. ·~ 
:s.e:S: 
Q .. ~ E:4, .p. -
4 .19 Theorem. Let D be ·a B:anach :S.p.·ac.e art·d l:et ... u·; x: + :D :b·e, a 
.f 
bounded linear operator. Th·eri· 
-·· .. ·- - ·- .· -• 
1.) Uµ is vector :me,asu:re. ~.:;rqm_ :r ·to ,n •. 
-· ·I 
:2_:•} For a_ny f whic·h is :µ.-integrabl·e a-nd :Ee::E.: 
U{/E f(s)dµ(s)} = /E f(s)dUµ(s). 
Proof: 1.) We must show that y*(Uµ)eCa{·t) f6~ all y*ED*. 
, . ·. 
But· for y*sD*, y*~U is a continuous linear functional on X 
__ , ___________ ·-------------~-h-ieh---means-·that·---y*oUEX* ·and; hence (y*oU)_µe_Ca_~I.)_ .• _~ __ .-Thus -------:-,:--;.-
~..(Jll!-)-Eca._(_r._) ____ f_o.r__ __ all __ _y_~cl)-~--------- _ _ __ _ 
---- _------ --·-· .... __ -··-. -~- ·"'- ---- ·-~~----·-·-··- _ ....... ____ ... ,. ...... -..... -... -............. ________________________ n----------·---------·--.... -> ------------------- ---- .: .. ____ .. . 
- - ----- · - - - 2.) First let f = I a. xE be a ·simple function. 
. 1 l. . 1= 1 
Then U{ /E f} 
n 
= U{ I a.µ(E.)} = 
. 1 1 1 1= 
n 
l a. Uµ (E.) = 
. 1 l. l. 1= 
JE f(s)dUµ(s) and 
, . 
., 45 
.. ~he result holds for simple --functions. Now let f be µ- inte-
, I . 
. grable and let· {f} be 'a sequence of simple functions such 
__ ·_ --·-·--·····---------.. --··-- n --- ----···-- .. . ···-· ·-· _ .. _. ___ ··- -----·--···--·--_...... ..... ·---··--- --·- -----
that ffi + f µ-a.e. an~.~uch that.{/E _fn} converges for all 
EeE. Then, since U is a· continuous, linear operatoi, 
------ -----------· ---- - ----------
U(/E f(s)dµ(s)) = U(limit /E fn(s)dµ(s)) 
n+oo 
= limit /E fn(S)'dUµ:{SJ 
n+oo 
'·.I., I 
= J E f (s.) dlJµ (s·,) •. 
4.ZO Theorem. -Let f be µ-integrable. Then 
-----·-- .. ---··--·-----·-··-------·----
limit JE f(s}dµ(s) = O. 
I I µ I I ( E ) + 0 -. 
-·-·---- .. ·-··---------'·'·.c_c. ______ ~, .. , ____ Freef"·~--L-et-.. tf } be a sequence of siropl:e f:unctions su·ch that 
... ·=·· .·. ·. n 
fn-+ f µ-a.e. and such that {J'E fnl is convergent for all 
Ee:E .• , By Corollary 4.6, ~ )1:ray c:hoose _po-sitive measµ_re v·~ca(r): 
·such that 1 imi t I I ·µ l T :CE:): -~-- .o. '!'.hen ,: ·a·-~ in Theorem 4 • 17 i 
v (E)+O 
limit JE fn -- q .. 
v(E)+O · 
.f .. :o·· .·r.· n-1 2·.- · · -, ... ,, .. , ..... 
Thus, by Theorem 2. 4 , __ this-1irnit is uniform in n_.. Since v 
may be chosen such·that v{E) < e: whenever l_lµI I (E) < e:, 
-~---
,· 
_ lin1it_ .. _ . __ .f E fn = 
j f µf f (E)+O 
0 uniformly in n and thtlS-~-0 -'~----------'-:-'-:-~ 
.. , .. ,., 
,. ,. ·~ 
.. '• i 
: ·:, 
: /ii 
-·-- - ·1-imit f f = 0. 
I I µ I l (E'.!_) +~O~E~·--~---'----'---'-~--,--.,....,---:-:-.. ~- ~~-.. ---'-'. •_;_,c_• .. ~·· ·'"'-'-'"··-~ .... ,~ ...... ~ ---·--
·--·-~---·--·------
Q. E. D. 
4. 21 Theorem. Let f be µ-integrable. Then_/ E f is ___ a C()\.lllt-
ably additive set function on E to X. 
-.ea:: .. ::... ea . ·- ··-···--·-5. .... , .. 3. - ~---,-.4 .!LJ •• .ts. P .,J , . . . . I .. - I I . 
'. . ,. - ' ~ '' . ' .. ' : ; : , 
' ····.- .:.: ... .. _:~ ..:-:·' '~ 
--·--·---·-·····---------····-.- ---- --,-~-- -·----·----~ .. 
----~-~ ---- ---·-------~ 





~====-~---==a~===-·· ~- -· ··-
00 
= x * [ I J E f ( s ) d µ ( s,:) 1 • 
,, i=l i 
However, X* is tota·.1 over X and thus 
fuE. f(s)dµ(sJ = l.JE. f(s}dµ(s). 
1 1 
Q. E. D. 





------ ·-- ·----~ 
tions such that f ~ f µ-a.e. 
n 
--- .----. ----· -------
If limit f fn(s)dµ(s) = O 
I I µ 11 ( E) -+O E 
uniformly inn, then f is µ-integrable and 
/E f(s)d_µ(sJ ~ limit JE fn(s)dµCsJ ..•. 
.J.J.~.00 
Pro.of: We shall :fi·:rst show that {.JE fn} co·nverges for all 
·, .. 
Ee: r. Fix the _pos.iti·ve integer k and .J._e·t · ok be such that 
--k · .. 2 · -?-:o_k~O and ·suc·h·, t·ha_t for Ee: E wit-h , ·r µ .. j j (E) < ok 
I IE fn I < 2-k for n=l, 2, ••••. 
Cho_o.se v e:.Ca ( E) as i11 Corollary 4. 6 -and let nk> 0 be such that 
~------fo·:r Ae:I with v (A) <nk we have 1 .. 1 µI.I (A)< ck. By Corollary 4. 6, 




then f -~ f v-a.e. 
n 
By Egoroff's Theorem, there exists Ae:E 
------------·----
-.su:ch._that-\4-Al-~-a-nd -fn + f uniformly on S-A. Choose Nk 
-k 
-------~such that n,m>Nk_implies that jfn(s)-fm(s)I < 2 for all 









. ,.,.l"'J . ·• ... 
........ 
. ·, 
.~ I 47 , . 
... 
I IE {fn -fm)r-i--r.r;~A (f_n_~f-m-----;> 1:---· +-- ,-I-Ell-, A-fn-. ,-+-··.-------'-", fEt,A- ~ I 




- --- -- --~ -- -· 
-- ----~--------------- -- However k WaSaJ:hitrarY arid thus '.{f:t fn} eonverges for 
.... 
all EEL. 
,,. Now we: show that f is µ-integrable. For each k, let ok 
and nk be chosen as above. Since fk is· µ-integrable, there 
____________ E:X_!_~-~~- ~ simple function gk and a set A.k EE. such th·at, v (~) < nk 
. . 
and such that 
~k (2) I Jk--gk I < 2 on S-Aic and 
I .. • •.. 
{ 3 ) -- ,- -' I g k ( S} I < 2 I f k ( s ) I for s tS • 
If w.e set 00 
... ·- .... 
,. Bk = .VkAi 
1.= 
CX) 
we -have· t:h?(:t Bk E r and {Bk } de_ore.as·es· -to the set - B= flB .. 
. 1 l. 1.= 
CX) CX) CX) • 
.. Observing tha.t I l 11 I I {Bk)~. L t t 11 i-t {Ai)<. l cS i <. l 2- 1 ==2'-k+l, we i~k i=k i=k 
see that 11: 11 J l,{BJ < 2-k fo.r all k and thus 11 JJ JI: ('B} = o. 
k Now, for se:S-B 
lf{s)-gk(s) l~·lf(s)-fk(s)J+lfktsJ~gk(sJ I < 2-k + e: for 
sufficiently large k and gk ~ f µ-a.e. 
. -· ----------To show f is 11-i~'1:f:e9Table we have to show that ffE~gtf} 
converges for all Ee:E. First observe that for I Jµf l(E)<6k 
I f E fn ( s) d µ ( s) I -k < 2 . 
Then I claim that. ____ ___c:..-----------=---____;_:__-,-------~----
. . - ··- -- --·--·· ---- ~-· --·· . ·----k ··--' f E I f n ( s ) I .·-1 dx* ·µ ( s ) I < 16 • 2 f Or I X * I ~ 1 • To see this, 
' 
J let E = E1V E2 be the Hahn Decomposition of E with respect to 
the measure A where for subsets FSE A(Fl = JF fn (s) ldx*µ(s) I• 
- ... ,1 .. 
-~. 
\' 





... ----- --~--·-·. . . 
.; i 
. 
~ -_ --'---·-·····-A-.·-0.. -· .. '· ' . ------·----· -' • .,,.••• • • - -•'"' ,,._.._ ~"" C .... --==---..:.-.:......+ • - ---· ........ =--~• at:• ·o
• • • 1 1 Similarly, let Ei = F1 U F 2 be· the Hahn ·Decomposition of Ei 
__ with respect t.o---t.-he-measure .--ff .. (-s}dx*µ(s). 
.. 










since FsFjs E i~plies that· I I µ I I CF) ~ l l µ I I (]!}) < 6k • The 
... 
assertion then follows~ ~-
Since 11 µ 11 (En~) < ok, we have :from (.3.) 
I J E t>A g k < s > a µ < s > .· I ~ s u P · J E n A I g k cs > r · 1.d-Jt* µ (-s) I k_ .· lx*l~l k 
.-~ 
.!,-- •. -· 
1----~-~~~~~~-----~--:1:_~ 
·~ 
----.--- -, .. · 
· = 2 Sup _J Ell& I fk (s} I • I dx*µ (s) I 
__ -........:.:... .  --'-'' -""'--'-'--'--'-' ~-'----'--'--___c...__~-----~-----,-,---·-------+** I ~-1- ~ . " ' . - . ~. .. . 
; . .', 
...... -----·--------·---- ---- ' -- ':, .;_ k .. 
2 32•2 • 
This result,: alon_g wi·th (.2)., _yi·el.ds 
I [g (fli-gk) I < IJg .. }-\k (fk-gk) I + IJE{)A.k fk I + I f E nAk gk I 
. ' ~ 
.~ 2""k[ll11ll(SJ1 + 2-k + 32•2-k 
IJE (gn-gm)I .~ IJE(gn-fn)l + J}E (fn-fm)I + lJE (fm-gm)I 
i 2 • 2 - k [ I I µ I I (S1 +'33} + · -2-kH-h.1+t-tsl+2 t- -- · --
' 
< 2-k M~ 
This shows that the sequence { J E 9.11.} is a Cauchy sequence and 
is therefore convergent. 
Finally, we· show that J E f = To this end, 
let bn(x) = f(x) - fn(x) for n=l,2 1 ••• and it is seen that 
the hn are ft-integrable. Then, by Theorem 4. -2 O we have 
--~· -





_'.___ _ _____ _,:-.:___ -
However, the 
we may apply 
sequence· { f E hn} is convergent for -all EE I: and 
Theorem 2. 4 to obtain limit . IE: h . = 0 uni-
I Iµ 11 (E) -+O · .· n _ · . 
- f ormly in n. _There.f.or-e, -noti~g that h + 0 µ-a._e. _, ·we may 
. ··- ____ ___n_ 
apply the first result of this_ theorem and limit .JE :hn = ·o 
n-+oo 
from. which the result follows .•. 
'•MO ,• • • 
Q. E. D· .• 
. -
---- :As a, final r~:s··u.lt we present the ·boµp.o..ed convergence __ . 
theorem for vector measures. 
49 
tions sue~ that f ,+ f µ-a.e. and let g be µ-i~tegrable such n 
that- Jfn(xJ I __ < g:(~-J fo·r· n=l,2,... Then f. is· µ-.i·ntegrable a_nd 
J. f = 1-im __ ·· -ft' 1· E··. f_·•-n f6·:t' al_l EE:"~ ._ 
·-.E . 
n+oo 
•. Proof: In light of Theorem 4. 22., ·we, _need _-g_:r1ly sh::ovt t:hat 
limit J E f = Q. uni f ornrly in rr:·-- For e:> O :1 ·by Tbeorenr 4 • ·.2·-'o I I µ I I ( E } ~-a . n 
we m_ay ch:oo·-se: .o >·.Q su:-qp t·ha t .for :E:e: ·r with I I µ 11 ( E) < cS we have 
l..f. i:JI· ·< e:·/4. Thus_,_ as it>. .t:·he proof of Theorem 4.22, .. E . 
/E g (s) I dx*µ (s) I 
If E fn (s)dµ (s) I < 
< 
< e for lx*I < 1. Thus fo;Jlfµ]:1(1!1}<0 
Su~ JE lfn(sl·l • lgx*µ(s) I ____ _ 
lx*f <l 
-.. __, __ --.. ·~· Sup J E. -'g-(s) ldx*µ (s) I Ix* I ~1 
< £ for n=l,2, •.• 
. . . .. . 









- .. --·- - In -the- fi-rst part of. the appendix we list -the pr·oof·s-· of--
elementary theorems unproved in the paper. We will follow 
these with the deeper theorems that were used without proof 
along with references • 
Theorem A: 
-----
A field I: is :_c_losed under differences, synuttet .. t·:j..:¢ 
differences and finite intersections. 
Proof: A2' . .. , A e: r. n_ Then S-A. e: E for i·=l /2:, .•. , :h. 1 
n n ~ 
----_ ......... --- -~--------
Hence U {S-A.)e:E which implies thats~ U(S-A.)e:E. But 
,J i=l l i=l l 
n 
S- U (S-A.) -
. 1 1 i= 
n A .• 
. 1 1 1= 
Now if A,Be:E,_-S-Be:E and thusS?A-B = All{S-B)e:I: •. 
Finally (A-B), (B-A)e:E implies that 





... - - - --- - ~ .. --·- ·-- ·:-.·c-.--· ---.--"- --- · ----- - -- -- -- - -- Thus--- - oo 
n A. - S -




( S-A. ) e:I . ----
·- 1 
Q. E. D. 
• 
________________ Theorem C __ (Uniform BO\!D_Q.edness_ :erincipl_e) ~-Wilans.ky-- [-9-, p-.--- -11-7--J-}-: . 
____ . .....,..._-:-::--··· 
Let ~ be a pointwise bounded __ f_amily of continuous semi-ne~r'.ffm~s~---
on complete seminormecl_~·sp_ace E. Then ~ ia-.uni-f.or-ml-Y---bounde-d-.------k----------. ......,.. .....,.,;  ·:,.....,. . .-. -----
Proof: Let Bn = {a: p(a)~n for all pe:~·} which implies that 
00 
U B n n=l 
, . 
_. :, 
-= E. · By the Baire Category Theorem at least one Bk 
!· 
1' I ' 




In the first part of .. the_ app_end.ix we list the proofs of 
elementary theorem~ unproved in the pap~r. ·We will follow 
J 
these with the deeper theorems that were tised without proof 
along with references. 
Theorem A: A field r is closed under differences, symmetric 
differences and finite intensecti0ns. 
·Proof: A2 , .••• , A e: I:. 
n 
Then· S-A. e: E for i==·l, 2, ••• ,n. 1 
n n 
Hence l) {S-A.)e:I: which implies t·hat s- U(S-A.)e:E. But 
... 
I 1 1 . I 1 1 
-------·- - .. 1= 1= 
- - -1-- - -- -
~---------n-------n-----___,.. 
~.,1 
,,·, . +----· ,-,,----,-~ . 
S- U (S-A~ --(1 A .• 
. 1 1 . 1 1 1= 1= 
N:ow if A,Be: E, - S-Be: E ·and, .-·tnu:s A-B = A fl(S-B) e:r. 
Firtally (A-B) , (B-A) e: E· implies that 
AA&= (A-B)V(B-A)e:E~ 
Q.. E. D !: 
T:f;.,eorem B: .A· .o-~f-iel.d i._s_ c·lc>":se:d under countable inter·se·ct·:i,on-s. 
' 
:Proof: Let A_1 ., A2 , •. -. _. e: .. r a· o--fi.e::ld. 
·Thus oo oo 
0 A. - S -
I 1 1 1= 
LJ 
i=l 







Q • E-. B ,. - - ___ , --·. - ---- -- - ·-~a~ a·• -- - -- - - -- --- . ------------------ -----· 
Theorem C (Uniform ao.undednes_s Principle) (Wilans,ky [9, p. 117}-) !---
.... 
- . . ------- -- - .. tet --~--""l:Se·~--a . p6I.Ii"t.wI~-se hounded farni J y of continu.ous-.s.emm-4:-i-=--Hn~o~r=-1-1-m~si-------
, 
-
on complete· se~ino:r:me_d space ___ E_. ______ Then <P i§. unifQrmly b_aunde.d. -~------------
·-- fffoof-: · · Let Bn = · {a: p (a) ~n for all pe: cp} which implies that 
,,: 
00 
-U Bn = E •. By the '~ai·re: Category Theorem at least one Bk 
n=l 




has non-empty interior. = .n· {x: p(x)~k} is closed 
pe:<I> 
and thus there·is r>O.such that 
N (b;r) f Bk. 
For ae:E such that 1-(all <. 1, let x = :b· + ra which means that ... 
xe:N~{b,r) and thus p(x)~k for all·pe:<I>. Hence 
p(a)=p([x~bj/r)<l/r [p(x)+p(b)]<2k/r for a.:i.i ::E>.~<I>·.: 
Thus I IPI I < 2k/r for all pEI. 
Q .·~ E·.. I) • 
Theorem D (Baire Category Theorem) (Royden [8, p. 121]): 
A complete metric space is not the union of a countable col-
,, , . 
-- ·--' .·----- --- ----- ----------------- ---------- ~---~- -·----------------------,---------,,, 
.-
--~-----1 e ct ion of nowhere dense sets. 
Theorem E {jahn Decomposition· Theorem) (Halm·o,s [5, p. 121]): 
If •-ti is a measure, there is two disjoint .sets A and B whose 
un.ion. i,s S, .. stich that A is PO..$::L .. tiv.e :an.cl B is negative with 
:re.spect to· µ -, '' 
Theorem F (Eber·l-ein-Sm·uli·an Theorem} (Dunford .art.a: ScJ;1:wa~trz. 
-
[3, p. 430]): Let A be ._a subset of the Banac.h: Sp.ci,ce· E:. t'he·n 
A i_s weakly sequentially compp._ct i .. f and on.ly ·if A is weakly 
',- ' - . .-. . 
-
cond-i-t.ionally compact. 
Theorem -G-- -{-Hahn---Banach TheoI"em-t--- (-Wi la-nsky--[-9,----p. 6-~]_' }.-~- -- Let-
~-----'S=----=b=...,e. ____ s_u_bsp__a_ce __ __af ___ a_linear __ spac_e ____ r,et p _ be __a ___ aem.inorm---def i-nea -- .. ---- -
------~-
on the whole space ·ana·f a linear ftinctionii-.de£ined on S such 
tlia!_j:E(a} I ~(a) for all aES._ - T~e·~-· ~!iere _is an. :e·:x;~en.s.ion.~F 
' . 











- - - --- - -- - . 
. ----- --
of f which is a linear functional on the whole spa·c.e: and· 
whi-ch s-atisfies IF(a) I < p(a) for all a • 
,, 
.... 
, .. · 
• 




'J:'heorem !! (Radon-Nikodym Theorem·) {Halmos [S, .· p •. 128.1) : 
If (X,S ,_µ_} __ ;s _ a totally a-finite measure space and if· a 
a-finite measure v on Sis abs9lutely ~o~tinuous with respect 




v { E} = _{E f d µ 
for every measurable set E. 
Theorem .!. (Riesz Representation Theorem)· (Royden [8, ·p •. - 103] J ·:: 
Let F be a bounded linear functional on LP, l< p < oo· . ... 
g lq• 
Theorem J (Egoroff's Theorem) (Royden [8, p. 60]) : If {f } 
n 
" is a sequence of measurable functions such that fn + f 
µ-almost everywhere on a measurable set {of finite mea-sure) ::, 
£
0 . -+· f .uni_.!·orm.l.y .on. ·E-A. 
. ~-,-,---=~~--,-,---, .. ·• ----:. --·---··----·-•.•-----··- .. • 'M-. ___ __:·~--~- -· ... .:....:..---::_--'·-'..-.-~ ~~.--. :( ,· .... 
- - - ----------- - ---- -~---- ------ - ----- ---- - - --
-- -- ··-· ----- - - , ___ -- -
-~-- ------- ---:::..- --------- ---·-- . ~----_ ---------
':--:"' '. . ,·-~···.. " - ....... . - ,., -: .. , .· -· ._.,- ·- -..,.--- ' 
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